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LIKE SOME AMERICANS
CASTRO NOT FOR HONOR
promised that I would have the money
there In thirty days. I had paid some
money on the deal and spent a good
deal more working It up. In the negotiations I expressed a fear that the
courts would sustain the right, of
tj 'I. a Venezuela.' Figuera told
me that he had been Instructed to
say to me by Arocha that the supreme
court of Venezuela would sustain
claim, and there would be no
danger in making the purchase. So
it wa demonstrated to me that Figuera was really a figurehead lu the affair that the real owners were President Castro and his brother-in-law- ,
and perhaps Nazaris.
I went back to New York, and President Castro, as is known, seized the
property under an old Spanish law
tt.at requires the recipient of a
to do certain work and to pay
certain royalties, and he contended
that this law had not been compiled
wiib.
"There is no question but the Central Asphalt company owns the asphalt lake, and that President Castro,
General Arocha, his brother-in-law- ,
General Nazaris, the fiuancial agent
of the government, are attempting
a
gintlc hrM
a

Fig-era- 's

en-cessio- n

OR

EVERYWHERE

NO
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TIBI8, Jan. 31. The assassination Special to The Citizen.
of General Grlaznoff, who was killed
Washington, Jan. 31. Delegate Anby the explosion of a bomb, thrown drews and Messrs. Richardson
and
at him January 2D, by a man disguised Hovey of the Pecos valley,- accompanas a- painter, has brought to a hea ied by others, are Dressing; the inter- the discontent among the factions of! tor department to Issue the order
the military wwhtch regards with dls- - which will start the irrigation work at
favor the policy of the viceroy of thej'lsbad. The report of the law
hls matter is expected now
In the war between the Tar-!'0tars and the Armenians. The' two almost daily.
The
races, it Is said, will appeal directly
effort to make the statehood hill
to St. Petersburg for the removal of unfinished business, will. It la hoped,
be
.
successful the last of the weefc.
the viceroy. Von VerontzolT-DashkoffIt is established that the murderer of Foraker is still rampant He roundly
asserts
that there must be passage of
Grlaznoff, who has not recovered consciousness from the terrible hontlnir nis amendment for the territories t
given him by the soldiers who arrest- - vot, wpjrately, or there shall be
ed him, is a student, a member of
Senator Spooner of Wisconsin Intro
fighting organization of the social rev
for tha
olutionlsts , who was selected to carry duced Into the Benate,
f?1 n 'j!.lJ.e8. n(1cIerks ,n th
out the sentence of death Imposed on
ADZOna,
COlirtS
......
of
. Li.
II
f!llnnnr n
of
less repression of the T revolutionist '
troduced a
concerning land ea- tries on rejected granta, including
SHIP FOUNDERS WITH
RETURNING SOLDIERS.' Spanish or Mexican grants, maMn
U"J
io rauroaa grani. entry.
Berlin. Jan. 31. Herr Ballln. di- rector of the Hamburg-Americaline, as other parts of the public domain.
announced this afternoon that the MORE
ABOUT WHAT
German steamer. Silvia, of that line,
CONGRESS IS DOING.
which left Vladivostok Monday with
In the bouse today the dlscnsslom
a large number of Russian troons. who
were returning home, struck a mlno!of tn railroad rate measure w&
and had to return In a sinking condi opened by Campbell, of Kansas.
President Makes Nominations.
tion to Vladivostok, where she was
The president today sent the follo- run ashore to prevent her becoming a
total loss. With the exception of the lnK nominations to the senate:
Third Secretary of the Embassv tm
cook, no lives are mentioned as hav
Great nrltaln U, Grant Smith, cf
ing been lost.
Pennsylvania.
GOVERNMENT JUSTIFIES
For Consul General at Hong Kong,
CRUELTY BY BOMBS FOUND. China Amos P, Wilder, of Wisconsin.
.
St Petersburg, Jan. 31. The govCan't Put Models In Capltola.
ernment is finding ample Justification
On motion of Senator Gallagher,
for Its severe policy against the rev
decided today to reconsider th
olutionists In the constant discoveries vote by which the bill authorising
tb
of bombs, bomb factories and depots placing of models of the naval
vessels
for arms and munitions in all parts In state cnpitols was passed. The
moof the empire, which are now so com- tion was antagonlied by Hepburn.
monplace that such matters scarcely
"
obtain Individual mention Jn the
dlTls-Cauca-
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Ru-

This Morning ct
Butte.

mor Has No Foundation
Whatever.

Lockhart
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Sum Too Small
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OF YOUNG PEOPLE
Richmond, Va.. Jan. 31. The friends
and promoters of the Jamestown ExMinneapolis, Minn., Jan. 31. Hunposition are highly elated over the
information that the promoters of the dreds of delegates, from all parts ofAlaskaYukon Exposition, which was the United States, are here at presalso planned for the year 1907, have 'net to attend the Young People's Mis
decided to withdraw from the field slonary Institute, which opened here
The missionary movement
and to postpone their exposition till today.
1909, thus leaving the Jamestown Ex- among young people started in New
position a free field, without danger- York in 1900. It is practically a federation of fifteen denominational misous competition.
Club of Seattle, sionary boards for the promotion of
The Alaska-Yuko- n
Wash., of which J. E. Chillerg Is Missionary work among young people.
president and W. E. Sheffield, secre- Its executive committee Is composed
tary, has been devoting its time to a of young people's secretaries of the
propaganda for the purpose of organ- different boards. The chief work of
izing an Alaska-YukoExposition lu the movement is educational In charIt is being promoted by the
1907. A short time ago the promoters acter.
of the Jamestown Exposition wrote a preparation and publication of misletter to the president of the Alaska-Yuko- sionary text books, circulating librarliterature for
Club, requesting the club to ies and missionary
postpone their planned exposition, to young people, and annual training con
avoid competition with the Jamestown ferences in the great metropolitan centers of the United States and CanExposition.
Club gave duejada. The organization bas collected
The Alaska-Yukoconsideration to the request of the and exhibited a large missionary
Exposition promoters andlplay. This includes missionary
that it would be better for- ature of all the missionary boards,
loth parties to postpone the Alaska- and curknis and Interesting material
Yukon Exposition for two years. Num- - from missionary fields throughout the
eroua requests from various branches' world. The exhibit Is kept in New
of the Sons and Daughters of the, York and has Wen shown In a dozen
American Revolution, for a postpone different cities.
The present conference is one of
Exposition
ment of the Alaska-Yukoadded weight to the request of the the most important features of this
Most of the delegates
exposition people and the postpone- movement.
ment of the northern fair was de- come from St. Paul, Minneapolis and
other cities in the Btate, but there are
cided on.
also delegates from young people's societies In all parts of the northwest
New York Money Market.
New York, Jan. 31. Money on call, and the United States In general. The
easier, 3 4 per cent; prime mercan- meetings of the institute are held in
tile paper, 4 V4 5 per cent. Bar sil- Westminster church. The convention
will last three days.
ver,

Demands

-

Or-torl-

FOR JAMESTOWN FAIR MISSIONARY WORK"

HAD FELT

Foraker

BILL

Majority Shall Submit

Capturing Him.

WASHINGTON

Fig-uer-

NEAR DROWNING SENATE LAND GRANT

Insensibility By Soldiers

Denver, Jan. 31. With the merger
of the two rival national stock associations accomplished, the convention
or stockmen resumed
Its sessions
today, prepared to open a campaign
for federal legislation in regulation of
raiirR ratea nn th rtnv..innment vf
foretim r,te. An Birnxnin m tha
Oil question of the forest reserve grazing
of Missouri vs. The Standard
company, the Indiana, and other oil tax has practically been reached, at
rompanles, was handed down today conferences between Chief Forester
by Justice Gildersleeve In the su- Gilford Pinchot and the stockmen. At
preme court. The application was de- the opening of the morning session of
nied for the reason that In Justice he convention, President Murdo Mac
Oildersleeve's opinion the court of orlg- - Kenzie announced his committee ap
lnal Jurisdiction In Missouri should polntments. J. M. John, of Trinidad,
determine the question raised by At-- , Colo., spoko on "'Possibilities of
General Hadley of that state. ganlzatlon," and W. A. Harris of Chi- Rellef to the application was granted.; cngo on "The Extension of Foreign
Markets for Meat Products."
CASE BROUGHT INTO THE
For Washington Lobiy.
CONGRESS BY CAMPBELL.
John W. Springer made an appeal
Washington, D. C, Jan. 31. With
a fund of $10,000 for the expense
the avowed intention or reaching tne f sending a committee to Washing'
Standard Oil company, Campbell of- - ton to advocate legislation favorable
fered an amendment which he will to the live stock interests. He sug
press later, emphasizing the placing gested that the fund should be sub
of all private car and transportation scribed in fifteen minutes, and at the
facilities under the regulation of the end of tnat period tne subscriptions
interstate commerce commission. He amounted to $10,425. Frank J. Hag- ouoted from the testimony of railroad enlarth, former president )f the Na
official
showlne that the beef nackvtionnl Live Stock association, was
era practically make their own rates; elected vice president of the American
Live Stock association, the
die-- ! National
th Standard Oil comoanv hau
tated In the same manner; poultry,! new organization, by acclamation
Committees are Announced.
fruit and dairy products were subject
to the same control. Referring to the
President MacKenzie announced his
Standard Oil company, Campbell de- executive committee. The convention
clared: "But yesterday they issued a voted to rescind the appointment of a
decree to the attorney general and resolution committee and to refer the
governor of Missouri that further resolutions to the executive committee
prosecution of the suit now pending which Includes:
in the court against them, must be J. Al Vlckery and E. O. Gosney,
stopped, or tbey would destroy the Arizona; B. M. Ammons, J. C. John- and A. L. De Rlcqlos, Colorado;
value of billions and billions of
lars' worth of property "within the O. M. O Donnell. Chas. scmeter, w,
Mexico; Richard
state of Kansas and in the Indian Ter H. Jack, cf New
Walsh, W. W. Turney, Capt. John P.
ritory."
Lyttle, of Texas, and Ora Haley, of
Wyoming.' Adjourned until tomorrow.
!
'ALASKA "WITHDRAWS

a;ired

OPACIFIED

Bomb Thrower is Bca'en Into Senator

New York, Jau. 31. The decision
that Henry H. Rogers, vice president
of the Standard Oil company cf New
Jersey, shall not be compelled to answer questions which he recently re-fused to answer In the taking of tes-- ,
timony here. In the case of the State

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 31. Colonel
Victor M. Uaekus of this city is one
of the moot important witnesses 1n
the Venezuelan asphalt controversy.
He was the confidential man sent to
Caracas by the nspbalt company at
the first sign of Castro's hostility to
lind out exactly what was going on.
His story is already in possession of
the State Department, and will probably become public In full when congress gets from 'he president the full
details of the asphalt controversy, as
it may do any day.
Here is Col. Backus' story of his negotiations at Miraflores, President
Castro's palace, as related t) a
of the lndianaiKills News:
"Amelia, Nazaris, Figuera and I
were In a-- larue room, seated at a
table. In an aJ joining room was President Castro, and as we talked Arocha
would explain to the president, who
came to the doorway dividing the
room we were in and tho room In
which he was, what we were d dug
and made f mures, and. in fact, Presito be directing
dent C'uttro
the d. al.
"The uphot of it was that I agreed
to pay 1420.000 for "l A. Venezuela,' and

.

CAPITAL NEWS

L

to the Czar.

Bill in House to Put Private More

Cars,

)

Protest Against Viceroy in New Mexicans Urge Work
on Carlsbad Water
Caucasus to be Sent

to Association on
Forest Grazing.

Not Make Mr. Rogers

NUMB

IS

STILL OnKNOWN BOARD

RcfflSttO $CclP7
t

But Reported Groom Gives

Con-

As Told.
New York, Jan.
papers announce today the marriage
of Mrs. Charles T. Yerkes, widow of
the traction capitalist, to Wilson Mlz-neNo confirmaof San Francisco.
tion was obtainable from Mrs. Yerkes
or Mizner, but the latter would not
deny the marriage had taken place.
Several news-

r,

SON SAYS THERE IS NO

TRUTH IN THE STORY.
Chicago, Jan. 31. Charles. E. Yerkes, son of the late Charles T. Yerkes, today declared the report of the
marriage of the latter's widow was
positively untrue.
ADMITS THE
REPORT TO BE FACT.
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 31. A
special dispatch received here says
that Wilson Mizner this morning positively confirmed the report of his
marriage to Mrs. Yerkes. Mizner is
29 years old and been extensively
engaged In mining in California. He
Is a son of the late
B. Mizner,
former minister to Mexico and Guatemala.
GROOM

WANTS TO CALL DOWN
ARMY AND NAVY CADS.

Washington. 1). C, Jan. 31. President Hoosevelt may be heard from
later in regard to the uniform of
men of the army and navy. His
expression. If one Is forthcoming, will
be directed against those people, including officers of the service, who
feel that there Is something objectionable In the presence near them of a
man dressed as a soldier or sailor.
There is no at tempt to disguise the
fact that Hoosevelt heartily approves
of the action t.f Hie army officers
preferred
charges
recently
who
acainst a subordinate officer when the
latter requested a soldier to leave his
seat and go Into another part of the
theater. The president Is described
as desiring to make some expression
of his approval of an action which
would bring before a military court
an officer who has what Mr. Roosevelt regards as an entirely improper
sentiment respecting an enlisted man.
He feels that anything that he may
do in the way of personal or official
expression would be in the interest
of the service, and would be a defense of the uniform, which Is evidently greatly needed.
DAVID B. HILL STARTS
ON TRIP TO THE SOUTH.
Now York, Jan. 31. Senator David
B. Hill, who had been ordered south
by bis physicians for a prolonged rest,
stopped In New York and will go to
Camden, S. (., today. Ho said that he
will remain in that milder climate at
least until Apr !

T

Have

M o n t.,
Butte.
Jan. 31. A fire
from unknown origin partially dost royed Senator W.
A. Clark's
Butte
reduction
works
r in a
early this morning.
The fire
A
broke out at midnight, and it was
2:4,1 a. m., before
the firemen got it
under control, sav
engine
lns tue
w. a. ciarK.
ll(nH0
and some
valuable machinery. Tho concentrator
building and the large elevator used
for conveying the concentrates were
destroyed. The loss is half a million.
The plant will be rebuilt at once.

INCREASE OF WACES.
OR NO AGREEMENT.
Indlanaiiolis, Ind., Jan. 31. John
Mitchell, presi !er,t of the United Mine
the Jyint
Workers, in
committee rt 'lie centr.il competitive
dibtrict, today, said: "There muft be
- Vrrc wH be
an Increase of
uo agreement.''

Pittsburg,

Jan. 31. The managers
the estate of the late Charles
Lockhart have filed with the board
a list of taxable personal property in
Allegheny county.
It amounts to
$10,000,000. The board declined to
accept this figure and has asked a
recount, the ground being taken that
the personal property of the deceased
here is worth at least $50,000,000.
The board claims to have figures
showing that the entire estate of
Lockhart is worth not less than
and that he was at the time
of death one of the richest men In
of

$180,-000,01-

the country.

company from $6,000,000 to $20,000,000.
The directors and officials or the St.
Joseph Ijind company are very reticent concerning the reasons for this
increase In the capital stock, but tbey
deny with great emphasis that the Increase has any connection whatever
with the proposed merger of the two
great land companies, the United and
the American.
The St. Joseph Land company owns
valuable lead mines and smelters in
Francois county, Missouri, and Its output in 1904 was 34.0000 tons. The
par value of Its $60,000,000 capital
stock is $10 end 6 per cent dividends
are paid. The company controls the
Mississippi River and Bonne Tarre
railway and the Doe Bun Lead com
pany. Its directors are nearly all
residents of New York and Brooklyn.

FIELD'S PERSONALITY
RAN QUITE HIGH.
Chicago, Jan. 81. The executors of
tbe estate of Marshall Field filed a ANNUAL FAT 8TOCK
petition In the probate court today.
AND POULTRY SHOW.
OHIO IN JOURNALISM
It places the value of the estate In
Schenectady, N. Y., Jan. 31. The
pet
MADE TOAST SUBJECT. Illinois at $75,000,000, of which
annual
Stock and Poultry Show
Is In personal property.
opened In the Btate armory today and
New York, Jan. 31 The Ohio Sowill
remain open for the rest of the
ciety of New York will hold its twen- FANCIERS
AND BREEDERS
week. The display Is larger and of a
tieth annual dinner in the ball room
HOLD ANNUAL EXHIBIT. much better quality than In former
of the Waldorf-Astorithis evening.
T llo, O.. Jan. 31. The annual ex- years and over two thousand birds are
Departing from the usual custom of hibition of the Toledo Fanciers' Asso-- i shown. The list of premiums is unthe society to hold the dinner in honor 'at ion opened here today with a large usually large.
of some eminent Oliio.m, this year the and interesting display and an unusually large attendance.
Besides the
committee in charge f tho dinner has usual number
of prizes a number of
decided to make the subject of the valuable cups have been offered this
evening "Ohio In .Journalism.' A num- year, which has caused a considerable
ber of famous Ohio editors and Jour- Increase In the Interest for the exhl
nalists have been Invited and will be hit ion by local and outside fanciers
the guests of the soei.-ithis evening. and breeders.
a

Boston, Mass.,' Jan. 31. The reo
lutlon which Representative Newton,
of South Boston, has presented la
the house, to provide for the appointment by the governor of a commission
to consider the matter or race enK
clde. Is attracting considerable Inter
est. The resolution reads as
That a commission of
three persons, be appointed by the
governor, to consider what steps eaaDe taKen to counteract the tendency
known as race suicide, and especially
Prevent discrimination by landlords against tenants with children.
The commission shall consider, what.
If any, legislation In the premises I
expedient or possible, and what means
If any might properly be taken, ths
commission to arouse public opinio.
In respect to the aforesaid evils. The
commission shall serve without compensation, but any expense necessarily
incurred by them shall be paid on
approval by the governor from the
treasury of tbe commonwealth. They
shall report to the general court not
later than the first day of February
of the year 1907."
There Is strong probability that
this resolution will be passed by the
legislature, as the matter of threatening race suicide and particularly some
of the features of the problem, like
the attitude of landlords against families with many children, has been repeatedly brought to tbe attention of
the public.
d,
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HOW FORTUNES CAN BE

Spelter.
St. Louis, Mo..
dull, at fii.

31.

.)

Lead and Copper.
Spelter,
New York, Jan. 31. Lead and cop
per, quiet and unchanged.

ELOQUENT ADVOCATE OF

GOT BY STOCK ISSUES

Jersey City, '. J.. Jan. 31. Thetof the company Is to be used In
of the United Railways ing for a portion of the Philadelphia-Investmen-t
company of San Francisco M ;ck. The deal Is said to
for
are holding a meeting here today, and payment of $37. SO In a collateralbetrust
it is expected that in that meeting ac- - bond with the company's own guar-tlo-n
will he taken t increase the com- - antee iittaehed, and also $20 In
its
mon stock of that corporation from own stock for each' sbare of'the
to $25,000,000, and approve adelphia company's stock, making the
of tbe deal for taking over of a large! t ulliidelphia stock bring in the paper
block of the stock of the Philadelphia of the new concern at $57.50 or $7 5
Company of Pittsburg, the deal having a share above par.
been under consideration and negotla-- l
Where the stock of the Philadelphia
tion for several months. The plans Company, that Is to go into that deal,
for this transfer of Philadelphia stock; comes from, and how much of It Is
as yet only partially known and,volved, Is not known. From what
there has been much guess work as Pittsburg officials of the corporation
to the actual extent of the control Ray, tho offer Is not as attractive to
that the 1'nlted Railway Investment! them a--i it seems to be to eastern
company has secured In the Pittsburg holders.
corporation. It is said that the total) St?ries concerning the reorganlza-aniouof the de-a-l runs frm $10,000.-- ! tion f the Philadelphia Company
0
to $55000,000. but officials of the;der the new deal, have been
Company In Pittsburg ng, but they are denied here. There Is
have scouted this proposition as
to be no basis for such a change
possible, particularly with the small, and It could not come without reason.
Increase In capital of the buyer.
lor unless a majority control of the
The approval of the terms, what-- ' company was passing into new Tiands.
even they are. by the stockholders of There Is lu the report that the Phil-th- e
UniteJ Railways Investment com-- j dclphia Company Is arranging a loan
pany. will bring the deal to a head of $15.OO0.0OI! In eastern fin;ineil rir.
in a short time, however, and the de- - cles, however, a basis of fact, and H
tans win oeccme Known.
ia claimed that the loan will bo easily
The present capital stock of the ' secured. This loan
Kiti.l tit h, in- Callfornla company is now $25,000,000. tended to cover Improvements
n,l
of which $15,000,000 U preferred stock, extensions
in properties, most of
With the Inrr-raslu the common which, It Is expected, will go into the
shares it will have a total capl'al traction lines of the Pltr: bur RaiN
to. "iu.imiu. ine new sto ' ways : mnany
mock or
'

IRISH

GAELIC

St. Paul, Minn., J in. 31. Dr. Doug-- ;
las Hyde, president
'ho Gaelic
gun of Irtdand, who n now on a tour
or the United Stat, n in tbe interest
of that crganlzatio: i. will deliver an
address at a large i eting to be held
t the People's ft :r :h this evninj;.
He arrived in this e. untry last No-vember, has lecture 'n nearly all the
large cities In the enst and Stopped
beie. on his way to t):6 Pacific coast,
Wherever he has r.oken, Dr. Hyde
ha8 been listened
ith a great deal
of Interest and acr .Vd a hearty we.1-fome. His appear:.:, In St. Paul will
he under the auhpe.
of tbe Ancient
Order of Hiberiilu-Dr. Hyde has
I'cen connected with : he movement of
fie Gaelic League ; r twelve years,
and ha3 rnadts j.p
personal saerl-:- ;
fices to carry on '
work. He la
Paying hi own n j.jling expenses,
'or an nig effolU on
nf tho
I'rojeci are a labor
love. He was
sraduated f,m Tr:? iity College,
1
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.
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LAND COMPANY WILL

COMMISSION ASKED
' . ON RACejUlCIDS
A(

TREBLE ITS 8TOCK.
Been Made Marshall Field's Personal Property
New York, Jan. 31. The stockholders of the St. Joseph Land 'company
For Its Immediate
Is Valued at Fifty
will hold a special meeting here this
afternoon to vote on a proposition
Rebuilding.
Millions.
to-- Increase the capital stock of the

Arrangements

firmation to the Story

81.
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LEAGUE

j

It,

MDcaks five

laneuatres. and hna
Kurope as a scholar

wide refutation
ib
iiii'i Miner.
t:i s tour Ly his wife,
In

ci:iMupuuiea

who is an

on
Aus-

trian.

Mmli has been accomplished by the
O.ieiic League since its inception. A
i;n at part ct tbe revival in all actlv-ii-e- s
in Ireland In recent years la attributed to tho organization, but a
pr at deal more Is expected of It.
Wiu;e tne league his for Its avowed
i the n suscltatlon
h
of the Gaelic
lauu.ume, its actual alms are many
we;.. It has sought to stir up
mi
;nt of the nation by liibpirlng
t!e
i

I

s

a'tuin a IiIko, standard
i'n and art. A national the-ate- r
b.i- - already been
established at
I mi
re citizens of histrionic
i
effer their plays, which
lul!:.ii-are i t. s i. 'el, if possessing merit. A
.. !.as teen done for the
,t..i.,
u.. n Inline ii' of the Irish IndUHtrte-sand i be i (iKit 5 continued steadily.
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PAGE TWO.

THE EVENING CITIZEN
rbllslJ

Dally

a4

Weekly by

The Watch -Dog in your
Vest Pocket

The Citizen Publishing Company
at Pnatnfflfv for trvrnvnlmton through th
awil m wrond cuua mttr.

UNIONlLABEL
Official Paper of Itarnalilln County
And City of Alttipiertio.
fantliM Pmi

AftentMiii

Dtpitche.

Lergitt City end County Circulation.
Th

lartrtt

Circulation.
NnrtSm Arl?nn Circulation.

Hew Mexico

tartest

terms or subscription:ITvin

rtoily by mail, onr yrr In advance.
I laity by mail, per month
Week ty by mail, one yrar..

W

2.0H

Oay 6y Carrier, 60c per month
Tw

city at tl
cot fa

KvtmiMn
tnw rmt

r month,

Cmrrw will h d!irrpd in th
of ' cwnim per week, or for 60
when paid monthly.

Advertising Rates Karie Known on Application
fioWrtilwri will confer

favor by fiotifjrinjr us

hwwwsJmtfry an any notiHirhTTT of the nanor.

rrmittanrrs should be addressed to
Tim CmrrN Pi m.isHtH i"urAftr. Drnftn.
checks, poAtoffire and eiprwi money oidom
rauat bm made pa abre to th order of the

AH letters and

twiptnf.

OUK

TILIPHONIS:

Colorado

Automatic IM

IT

PROCEEDINGS OF THE

SUPREME COURT
For Monday and Yesterday.
Important Cases Argued
and Submitted.

In the Bowels,

or exist through poor
Nutrition.
Cascarets don't purge, don't weaken,
don't irritate, nor upset your stomach.
No, they net like Exercise on Ihe
Bowels, inbtead.
s
They stimulate the'
to
contract and propel the Food naturally
past the little valves that mix Digestive
Juices with Food,
s
They strengthen these
by exercising them.

can buy Health Insurance

YOU

Several food "Accident"
Companies sell It.
Sixty dollars per year will bring you
$25.00 per week, for every week you are
Sick.
But, your time alone may be worth far
more than that.
And $200 per week might not pay for
your suffering.
That's why "Cascaret" Insurance which
prevents Sickness. Is worth ten times as
much money as other " Health " Insurance.
Yet "Cascaret Insurance" will cost you
less than Ten Cents a week.
That fives you a "Vest Pocket" Box
to carry constantly.

of the man who
of the man win
of tho nun wha
of the mna who
of the man who
of the man who

Bowel-Muscle-

The time to take a Cascarrt Is the very
minute you suspect you need one.
When your tongue is coated a little.
When your breath is not above
suspicion.
When your head feels dull, dizzy, or
achy.
When you have eaten too heartily, or
too rapidly.
When you have drunk more than was
good for your digestion.
When you have a touch of Heartburn,
or a Coming-on-Col-

only partially digested.
"Constipation" means food retained In
the body undigested too long, till It decays.
It then supplies the poisons of decay
to the system, In place of Ihe nourishment
It might have supplied.
Isn't that a tremendous handicap worth
Insuring against?
What does it cost to Cure Constipation
or Indigestion, with their train of small
and great ills, and to Insure against a
return of them?
Not so very much.
One 10 cent box of Cascarets per week,
at most, perhaps half that.
One candy tablet night and morning,
taken regularly for a short time, is warranted to cure the worst case of Constipation or Indigestion that walks the earth.

d.

Lead-penci-

"CCC."

tV FREE TO OUR. rRlENDSI
want

to send to onr friends a beautiful
BONBON BOX.
in colors.
It is a beauty for the
Ten
stamps
Is asked as a
In
dressing table.
cents
measure of good faith and to cover costoi Cascarets.
780
with which ihVHITntT trinket Is loaded.
Send
mentioning this paper. Address
Sterling Remedy Company, Chicago or New York.
We

IF YCU ARE COMFITEKT
t"ltlon thm
to flit high rn'!p hnsinfMorln-hnli-n'"u wo,1,'l
re nitny oppnrtu'i'ti. 0,1 onr "4l whl'
"f mpplv.
Ilk. to con.liior. W hvo nnl.iu. vatriu
for rinl.t
In rtxht m.'n fiirritlil ilerinl rlulit pl-i'f riiiilyiT rwron HI to nil all
mn, and hnn lr. 'KpoIMiMn.
Our booklpf, whti ti r
thfir r.nonplt'li
fr for the uking, ti 11 .It .bout our nit'thodi. Office!

ATLAS ASSURANCE COMPAQ S CASE

In Urlll.-i-

.

HAPOOODS (Inc.), Brain

Broken

learn the painters' trade.

See

Hud-

OF PAGERS;

GEERS, PREMIER DRIVER

Gon-sale-

I

f

d

office.

WANTED By man and wife, position
to cook in small hotel, restaurant
or boarding house, In or out of the
Kelly, 110
city. Address James
East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Rooms for housekeeping. 524 West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Rooms for light house- keeplng. 524 South Second street
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms;
all modern conveniences. 522 West
Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished front room in
a private family. Board if desired.
1102 North Second street.
FOR RENT Alfalfa and truck ranch
for rent; one hour's drive from
town. Address William A. Brown,
Alameda.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms,
single and en suite. Call 619 W.
Railroad avenue. Mrs. V. Maeatas.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
with steam heat. Grant building,
Railroad avenue. Inquire
at room B.
brick
FOR RENT The nine-roohouse, with bath and laundry, at 211
North Fifth street. Excellent. los
boarding or
cation for
rooming house. Address, Mayr.br
Gunsul,
3

first-clas-

'

f

six-roo- m

.

,

,

first-clas-

-

rirst-clas-

r

e

'

Iauu.

six-roo-

e

I

s

t

f

-

'

'

i.mi.'-
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,
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MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

$100,000

-- V!

FOUND.

"PI

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Small bunch of keys In Atlantic saloon. Owner can have
fame by calling at Citizen ofTlce and
paying for this notice.

jf k

Money to Loan

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Time:
One
month to one year given. Goods rein your possession.
Our rates
rue reasonable. Call and see us be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Ate.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
Reliable
Responsible
REAL ESTATE.

street painter. main

Gentlemen s sncona-nanWANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. It. .1. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTED To figure on painting,
tinting, paper hanging, decorating
and sigi writing; best and cheapest In '.own. Address, R. B., this

300-30-

NET

4.

Chemical Building, St, Louis
On Furniture. Pianos. Organs. Horses
WANTED
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
general
for
Girl
houseWANTED
SALARIES
AND WAREHOUSE RE-mornings
516
Apply
West
work.
at
ci'.iPTS, as low as f 10.00 and as high
Coper avenue.
ng $200.00.
Loans are quickly wade
WANTED A live apprentice Uoy, to and strictly private.
17

The territorial supreme court Is
stDi in session at Santa Fe. The following business was transacted:
Proceeding of Monday Afternoon.
KING
DAN
K. C. Ely, of Demlng, was admitted
to the bur on certificate of practice
ED
before courts of other states.
J. W. Armstrong, of Carlsbad, who
was admitted to the liar during a session of toe court several weeks ago,
took the oath and signed the roll.
Case No. 1124, entitled Territory of
New Mexico, appellee, vs. Felix
appellant; argued and submitted. Prichard, attorney for appellee,
l
and Dougherty and Griffith attorneys
for appellant.
DAW
Case Nob. 957 and 9C5, entitled AtY PATCH
las Assurance company, et al, plaintiffs In error, vs. Santa Fe Mercanice;;
tile company, defendant in error; modifying order entered execution suspended pending the determination of
Mr""
an action In the nature of Interpleader.
Chiiders, I.aughlln and Ortiz, attor
FOR SALE
neys for plaintiffs, and Renehan,. Cat
All lots In Coronada
SALE
FOR
attorney
ron and Gortner and Spiess,
i'jace. T. iu. Mcspaauen, suu souim
for defendant.
Broadway.
Cases Noa. 1122 and 1123. entitled
SELL, RENT OR TRADE uiai your
Territory of New Mexico, ex rel, Bird
property with T. L. Aicspaauen, sou
S. Coler and E. R. Chapman, appel-- )
South Broadway.
lees, vs. the Board of County Commis
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busi
sioners, Santa Fe county, appellant;
ness for city property. T. L.
partly argued and submitted. Spiess
300 South Broadway.
and Davis, Jr., attorneys for appellees,
OR SALE OR RENT Residence,
and Abbott and Renehan, attorneys fur
Ad- 1016 West Railroad avenue.
appellant. These are cases In which
d ress. Darby A. Day, El Paso. Tex.
proceedings have been
mandamus
brought to force the county commisFOR SALE Indian trading post;
good location and a paying business.
sioners of Santa Fe county to levy a
tax for the purpose of paying the inT. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
terest on the bonded railroad indebtedness of the county.
A good
FOR SALE OR TRADE
At the time in which this indebmted-nes- s
Schumaker piano. A bargain. T.
was
was ncurred, the amount
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
not out of proportion to the resources
brick
SALE Cheap, a
FOR
or, the county.
Now, however, the
house on North Second street; 5
"principal and accumulated Interest
blocks from Railroad avenue. 114
amount to $700,000,
North Second street.
up
,ne
man and one horse: and 1906 should see him well
The work of
SALE Small stock merchandise
FOR
Tuesday's Proceedings.
among
the
stands out as t lie most brilliant in
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, J00
Of the pacers there has been none
Case No. 1032, entitled Territory of light harness history of the year
South Broadway.
New Mexico, appellee, vs. Garland Liv 19n5. Ed Getrs. the "silent man of to compare with Dan Patch. Great as
A handsome
Hardman
ingston, appellant; leave granted ap Tennessee," who has driven many was the horse's sire, Joe Patchen, he FOR SALE fine
piano, In
condition and almost
pcllant to file brief on motion for re a champion t roller to victory und rec- never compared with his get. During
For particuat a bargain.
hearing and time given for same untl ords in many years on the turf, conies 1906 Dau Patch paced 36 miles in new,
lars, call at this office.
the adjourned session. Prichard, at out at he top of winning drivers. In from 2:oi4 to 1:55 '4, the latter beFOR SALE OR TRADE Are you In
torney for appellee, and Freemnn and toe grand circuit races he scored 16 ing the world's record.
terested In mines? I have some
for firsts, 17 seconds, 9 thirds, 14 fourths.
Cameron, and Fullen, attorneys
In nine of the 36 miles the stallion
said to be good deals. Talk with
appellant.
and was unplaced but 15 times. The! averaged l:07Vi. and in six others
me, T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadwou
Cases. Nos. S57 to 905, entitled Atlas prize ni'iiey
aggregated averaged 1:58. He did no less than
he
way.
Assurance company, et al. plaintiffs! $32,004.
Ills nearest rival was Iou seven miles in under 2:00. He began his season's campaign in Septem FOR SALF3 A good general mer
In error, vs. Santa Fe Mercantile McDonald who wen J27.K.0.
chandise business and meat market
companq .defendants in error; order
While tieer's record is hardly up to ber, and in 66 days broke four world's
Included, and buildings for rent.
entered on district clerk of the First that of the previous year, neverthe records. During the horse's career
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300 North
Judicial district to send up an item- less be has laid further claim to trie "n the turf he never lost a race, and
Broadway.
ized bill of costs. Chiiders, Laughlin distinction of being the best driver of 56 heats he lost but two,
and Ortiz, attorneys for plaintiffs, and the country has seen in years. He is
There Is a lot of work for Dan FOR SALE One corner lot, contain- frame cottages;
ing two
Renehan, Catron and Gortner, and past the threescore mark in years, Patch this year. He is now iu the stud
bath; cement walks on both streets;
spiess, attorneys for defendants.
but he ranks with the cleverest young and will be kept there until June,
good shade; electric light and fuel
Cases Nos. 1122 and 1123, entitled drivers In'the country. The years have when lie will be sent out to add to his
gas on premises. Address, T. A.
Territory vt New Mexico, ex rel. Bird not robbed him of any of his cunning, fame
this office.
8. Coler and E. Chapman, appellees,
vs. the Board of County Commission
FOR SALE $25,000 rancn at a bar- gain; will take small property In
era, Santa Fe county, appellant, ar NEW WELL AT GALLUP
CASES
HEARD
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
Sued and submitted. Spiess and Da
IS PROVING SATISFAC10KY
wis, Jr., attorneys for appellees, and
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
JUDGE MANN SITS IN PLACE OF
South Broadway.
Abbott and Renehan, attorneys for
JUDGE PARKER AT LAS CRUCES FOR SALE
Hotel, European plan;
Special
Tlie
Evening
io
Citizen:
2(1 rooms, newly furnished
SATURDAY.
in new
Case No. 1125. entitled First NaM
Gallup,
N.
31.
When
the
Jan.
vs.
appellee,
tional bank of Roswell,
building; best location In city; a
new
by
having
which
is
well
town
the
Tin.'
following
were
heard
cases
arappellant:
sheriff,
proposition. Reason
M. C. Stewart,
fine business
gued and submitted. Richardson, Held sunk bewail flowing much interest was Ju.I.h E. A. Mann in the Third Dis
for selling, poor health. Address,
especially
It
manifested,
Saturday
was
when
Cruees,
Court
iu
Las
nict
F. J., this ofTlce.
and llervey, attorneys for appellee, found
LE
tliat the water was soft, and last, Juile Mann sitting in the place
and Freeman, Cameron and Fuiien, at- lias
FOR-SA$700 will buy equity Tii
I
f
regu
tug
In
(j
all
of
indications
of
Ju,iK(,
Parker,
W.
the
Frank
torneys for appellant.
residence on the best
lap
Quality.
presiding
Judge
Case No. 1120, entitled Territory of
street In tho city; will rent for $43
The towu has always siufered from
X.
William
Ilaean. Thomas H
New Mexico, appellee, vs. Jake Neath-erlln- ,
month; owner leaving town. F. L
poor
an
iiisiif
fitmi
commis
wa'.er.
and
oiicn
Felipe
Lopez,
as
Casev and
apcllant ; argued and submitted.
McSpadden. 303 South Broadway.
few
supply.
Community
flcient
weeks
For
a
this
sioners of the Mesilla
I'rlehard, aitorney for appellee, and
double-baFOR
SALE A
P.
was
practically
no
winter
water.
there
Scott
Ditch vs. Oscar C. Snow,
Freeman. Cameron and Fullen, and
gpitgun; bran new
relel,
supply, and liad a tile started at sins; Stewart and Allien J. Fountain. This
Held, attorneys for appellant.
on,.
()f th
never has been used;
until 10 times the loss would not only have is an injtinel ion suit brought by the
Court then adjourned
Call at The Citizen of
best
makes.
w
put
grtat,
i.ut wouiit
neeti
tiie uoie plaintiffs to restrain the defendant
o'clock this morning.
flee for particulars.
town in danger.
ft in acting as commissioners of the
begun Mesilla Community Ditch, the plain FOR SALE A good paying hotel in
new
well
was
Work tm the
"I think it would tie suicidal ro
small town. T. L. MeSpudden. 300
change the foul strike rule," says about two mouths ag, and has cost tiffs claiming to have been elected as
South Broadway.
f the
National the town nearly $4,ooo. In sinking such commissioners at the last elec
President Pulliam
FOR SALE A bargain, if soUT at
President Pulliam voices the the well the objective oint was to be t ion.
house, with hath
once, one
I re
strata known as Dakota sandThe other case Is entitled:
sentiment of the National, while in the
walks; furnishPd or imfur
goou
cement
stone,
was
it
supposed
a
where
application
mandamus
of
a
a
writ
for
is
league
divisAmerican
the
there
nlshed. Electric lights or gas. Ad
ion of sentiment of all the rules. A water supply could be obtained. The directed to Nicanor Guerra. mayor-tlonidress. A. T., this office.
proven
good,
was
in
opinion
It
as
has
and
Community,
of
two
Mesilla
the
the
between
difference
marked
leagues Is the unanimity of the Na the sandstone, at a depth of ittil feet, is brought by the same parties plain-ti- l FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
houses. T. L. McSpadden, ;:(hi South
fs as In the other case.
tional on questions that might create that the artesian How began.
Broadway
It was not anticipated that the well
Tho cases were presented upon the
dissension In less well xised bast
would reach an artesian tlow; all that evidence and oral arguments of coun- FOR SALE 1,000-acrranch, iTenTyof
ball associations.
was expected was that good drinking sel and submitted. Each party to file
water. 20 cows, 2 good horses, harwater would be obtained. But all In- briefs by Thursday of this week. Bon-haness and wagon; 4 room house, barn
etc., $3,000. N. Peach & Co., renl
dications now are that in the next
the plain& Wade represented
5o feet which it Is proposed to deepen tiffs and relatives, and H. B. Holt the
estate dealers, 208'i West fiold
4 Spoonfuls of
avenue.
the well, a good strong flow will be defendants and respondents, respect'tapped, and Gallup will no longer suf-- ively.
BUSINESSEXCHANGE,
fer from either pur quality or an in
I have" properdin
TOTeXCHANGE
supply.
Comforting.
stifticlcn'
water
Soothing and
Grape-NutMissouri, Kansas,
Iowa,
Illinois,
The soothing and comforting effects
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
A
New t oi k newspaper prints a or lit Witi u witch Hazel Salve, when
property
r U wltn
Albuquerque
story to the effect that Tim Hurst, applied to Piles, cuts, boils, etc., subWITH CREAM
nie. T. L. McSpadden, :im South
the umpire, has retired. That writer dues pain almost Instantly. This Salve
Broadway.
evidently never saw Timothy Iu ac- draws out the inflammation, reduces
For the cereal part of a breaktion, if he bad he would know that swelling and acts as a rubefacient, TO EXCHANGE I have soiiieTaiicbei
fast will add tons and vigor
to trade for city property
y. j,
there was ir thing retiring about Tim. thus circulating the blood through the
to the mental machinery all
MeSpadden,J100gouth ftra t A ay
He always stays for the big show, and diseased parts, permitting or aldln
he exohu::euTau"
remove the McSPADDEN
ne will tie on Hand wlien tile season Nature to permanently
"THERE'S A REASON."
opens to warp (he painted signs on trouble entirely. Sold by
See him for business exchanges
0ruS
I'M) Sontt BrcaJway
the tvuge wllll u's "l'luy ba 1 1."
Kl.Sti.

PATCH,

ALBUQUERQUE,

FOUND

lllllMW

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $130,000.00.

and

Solicit

New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Csshlsr
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wtn. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldgs
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

LUNA, President.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

Several Houses for Rc

Frrnch-Ortiirne- d.

One tablet taken whenever you suspect
you need It will insure you against 90 per
cent of all other ills likely to attack you.
Because 90 per cent of these Ills begin

Montezuma Ttvst Co.

buslneist

Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
with names and addresses
people who are
O
Neccessary to Your Prosperity"

son, the Sout.h Second
Carry the "Vest Pocket" Box where It
belongs, Just as you would your Watch,
Pocket-knif- e
l.
or
It costs only K) cents. At any drug'
gist.
Be sure you get the genuine, made only
by the Sterling Remedy Company, and
never sold in bulk. Every tablet stamped

thottid be working tor youT
would gladly lend you tnoneyT
wculd like to buy your hors?
would buy an Interest in your
would buy that lot of ground?
would buy your old bicycle?

ZhQ

Bowel-Muscle-

"Indigestion" means food eaten but

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO YOU WANT TEIE
NAME AND ADDRESS

&

SANTA

FE RY.

$25000

CORNER LOT

on South

Walter Street,

S25O00

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

If Sold This Week.

PORTERFIELD

CO.,

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

110 W. Gold.
Keep Your Eye on This Space.

OTflcar
8. RAYNOLDd

JOBHV7A

PROFESSIONAL

ao4 Dtrvetoe.

l'

P

DENTISTS.

V

"

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 16 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by

U.

aV

Asasstaat Caafcrsr

-

Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

Edmund J. Alger, D, D. S.
avenue.
No. 306 Railroad
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telepnone 462.
Ap
polntments made by mail.
LAWYERS.

'

Bernard S. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United, State
land office.
Ira M. Bond.

I

f.ali

DEPOSITORY.

Atthortsd Capital

mail.

.

rrr - 'SS

?RAwNKr.:::::::::::r.:::
l PDfwT
,.
- ""'Jl'O

CARDS

....... watOM,
$S60,(KW.M

Depository for Atchleon, Topeka ft Santa Fs Railway Oceapaay

Z
O. N. MARRON,

M

President.

J. b. HERNDON, Cashier.

0

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

32

The State National Bank
el Aibucrqae, New Mexico

F street

Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
N. W., Washington,

D. C.

Cal)ilal
Surplus

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon
of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treat- ment. Correspondence or a personal interview solicited.

Office Crcm

46-4-

Thos. K. D. Maddison,
Office with W. B. Chiiders, 117 West
Gold avenue.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

0

"OLD RELIABLE"

Hlgh-Frequen- cy

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUE, N. M.

RAILROAD AVENUE

O4KDK3Os0OOtOOOK

04K04CCCK040

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coast
West Railroad
Office, 313
lines.
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 130 to 6

The

44f4C

4KC

C o v v e c t
Com m e roi al
T3 v i n t i n g

Practice

p.

B. RUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER

PHYSICIANS.

6--

ESTABLISHED 1871

L.

que, N. M.

N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
Both 'phones.
in attendance.
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
Practice limited to diseases of the
nose, ear, throat and lungs.
Room 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
Telephones: . Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
DR. W. G. SHAORACH,

CITIZEN JOB Room

Mmd
Ltfr
Knvtopma

Not Htada

Program
Invitation
Catalogua
Blank Book
ataoalpt Book
In

other word

turn

outm
ovary thing
we

prlntar know
ho kf to do

....

in.

UNDERTAKER.
Colo. Red 115.
phone 316.
A. BORDERS,
City Undertaker.
Building. Black
Commercial Club
and white hearse, $5.
ASSAYERS.
CORBET A COLLINS,
United
Civil and Mining Engineers.
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe. N. M.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
LA N O M ATT E R S.
H. W. S. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner
Will attend
703 West Silver avenue.
to matters before the land office,
' Has your MuTTeducallou been finished?"
wise old man,
"Yes" replied the spend
three or
to
decided
he's
"but
four years in college."
get
P ibBcrlbe for The Citizen and
ti e news.

0

00XXX00000X300000XDXCCX00

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
911 North Second street, Albuquer

A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone, 410.
DR. R. L. HUST,

0

the basis

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
Barnett building
ford, rooms
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

$100,000.00
15,000.00

and Undivided Prodis

00sO000sOOs

00CC4CMaoOe00

Auto.

VE

B.

FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

NEXT

J.

C.

13

At.

ALD RIDGE
LUMBER

AND CHICAGO

PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most ecouomical, full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

OF COMMERCE

203 W. Ratfroa

At Consistent Prices

N A T I V at

RUPPE

TO BANK

S

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

Alwayt
PAPER
Piaster, bims, csmsst
tloc
Paint, Glass, Sain Doors, sts
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

BUILDING

"

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

o

YOU WANT THE NEWS
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A .Otero, shortly
retiring from office, was requested by " The Earth," the official publi-

Governor

M.

rara

.

bo-lor- e

cation of the Santa Fe system, to review briefly the advancement and
prosperity of New Mexico during the
preceding year. This review Is given
the place of honor In the publication
for the month of January, is embellished with many half tone cuts of
scenes In the southwest, and a portrait of the governor. The article appears under the
signature
of the governor. The facts and statistics for the article were furnished
by the Bureau of Immigration ana
will prove of great value as an advertisement of the territory's resources.
The following la the article:
New Mexico, with .61.670.000 acres
still subject to public land entry; with
the reclamation service at work upon
one reservoir system; and haviug recommended four more large systems to
of ency
reclaim altogether 250,000 acres
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of the watchword "Forward!"
fertile soil; with marvelous successes which will some day make New Mex(Small Holding Claim No. 1076.
(Small Holding Claim No. 445.)
(Small Holding Claim Na. 1054.)
(Small Holding Claim No. 698.)
this year, with dry soil culture, and ico one of the most glorious stars In
the development of artesian and other the constellation of the states. New Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United
wells; with the sunshiniest climate on Mexican.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N
Mates Land umce, Santa Fe, N. M.,
States land office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
siaiea Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
M.. Dec. 29. 1906.
January 9, 1906.
January 8, 1906.
this continent; with great railroads
January 29, 1906.
folis
fol-Notice
hereby
constructing steel highways in every
hereby
given
given that the
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
Notice is
Notice is hereby given that the fol
that the
MARKET LETTER
lowing-namedirection, is certainly the land of the
claimant has filed no-- lowing named claimant has filed no-- : lowing named claimant has filed noclaimant has filed
iioniesieeker, the healthseeker,
and
tice of his Intention to make final ttce of his Intention to make final tice of his intention to make final tice of his intention to make final
the wealthseeker.
preof In support of his claim under proof In support of his claim under proof in support of his claim tinder; proof in support of his claim under
Correspondence.
Special
During the year Just closed New
16
17 of the act of March Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
sections
Kansas City, Jan. 29. The cattle 3, 1891, (26and
Mexico, although it has barely 250,000
854), as amended 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended 3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended 3. 1891, (26 Stats.. 854), as amended
Stats.,
last week was 44,000 head, by the act of February
acres under cultivation, raised 20,000,-00- 0 supply
the act of February 21, 1893, (27
21, 1893, (27 by me act of February 21, 1893, (27 by the act of February 21, 1S93, (27,
pounds of fruit, which commands against 63,000 the previous week.
proof will Stats., 470), and that said proof will States., 470), and that said proof will States., 470), and that said proof will
470),
Stats.,
said
and
thai
15 to
advanced
feeders
Stockers
and
be
U.
made
Commis8.
before
Court
be
be made before the United States
made before the United States
the best prices in the great markets,
before the United States
cents Monday and Tuesday, but be made
sioner at Albuquerque, N. M 00 the court commissioner at Albuquerque, court commissioner at Albuquerque,
it raised besides $5,000,000 worth of 25
by the end of court commissioner at Albuquerque, 8th day of February,
part
gain
lost
their
of
1906.
Vis:
N. M., on February 15, IU06., viz., N. M., on the 19th day of February,
farm crops; shipped 2,000,000 Tiead ol
week. Cow stuff gained 10 to 15 N. M., on March 9,y 1906, viz.:
sheep and lambs, leaving 6,000,000 the
Otero, for the S. TriniOad Jaramlllo y Maxwell, for the Bcatrls C. de Sanchez, widow of 1906, viz., Abel Romero, for the S. H.
Placldo Salazar
corn
fed
but
cents
during
week,
the
In
Holding
No.
1076,
Small
Claim
Jesus H. Sanchez, deceased, for the C. No. 1054 In Sees. 13 and 24, T. 7
head on the ranges; it shipped 250,-00- steers lacked snap, closing 10' to 15 H. C. No. 698, for lot 1, sections 25
S. H. C. No. 445, situated In Soc. 25,! N., R. 2 E and Sees. 18 and 19, T. 7
head of cattle, leaving 1,000,000 cents lower. The supply today Is and 26; lots 3 and 4, sections 23, 24, Sees. 9 and 10, T. 6 N., R. 2 E.
following
names
He
witnesses
the
T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 30. T. 7 N.,1 N., R. 3 E.
head on the ranges; It has almost 500,-i0- 0 12,000 head, market steady to strong, 25 and 26; lot 2, section 25, township
adprove
to
his
actual
continuous
R. 8 E.
He names the following witnesses
head of goats and nearly as many with cow stuff and Btockers and feed- 7 north, range 2 east.
verse
for
possession
said
of
tract
He names the following wil.iesses, to prove his actual continuous adverse
horses. Then, there were little side ers showing most strength. Feeders,
He names the following witnesses twenty years next preceding
surthe
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for twenty
issues, all wealth bringers, such as particularly are in strong request, to prove his actual continuous adverse
of the township, vis:
possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the survey of
the production of 500,K)0 pounds of some hay fed steers from Gunnison possession of said tract for twenty veyLeopoldo
M.;
N.
Tome,
Jaramlllo,
of
years next preceding the survey of the township, viz.:
butter, 1,000,000 pounds of pork, 840,-00-0 Colorado, 1207 pound, selling today at years next preceding the survey of
Gallegos,
Tome,
N.
Pedro
M.;
of
Jose
the township, viz.:
Eracllo Garcia, of Peralta, N. M.;
dozen of eggs. No wonder that
the township, viz.:
HTH1 H LIM:H tTl B IU HttUlt! DUIUU1CUI
Aragon y Ilernal, of Tome, N. M.;
Manuel Maes, of Vaioncla, N. M.; ;jesus uarcia, of Valencia, N. M.; Mell
the stream if immigration into the:at 14.35. two trains or Oregon hay
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.; Manuel Salazar
Albuquery
Otero,
of
Mariano Perea, of Valencia, N. M.: ton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; Hlg- territory is broadening, every day, ana fej steers sold last Thursday to feed Meliton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; que, N. M.
Jose O. Chavez, of Valencia, N. M.; inio unavez, or peralta, N. M.
that the territory has Increased In er buyers at $3.75 to $4.40, the latter Salvador M. Gonzales, of Albuquerque,
protest
person
Any
to
who
desires
Any person who desires to protest
Miguel Sllva, of Valencia, N. M.
population In five years from 200,000 high grade Herefords, weighing 979 N. M.; Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of against
the allowance of said proof, or
Any person who desires to protest against the allowance of said proof
to over 300,000, or over 50 per cent.
pounds. A few rough cattle sold to Peralta, N. M.
who knows of any substantial reason against
the allowance of said proof or who knows of any substantial reaDuring the past year New Mexico's killers at $3.65 out of this shipment.
Any person who desires to protest against the laws and regulations
ot or
n
of any substantial
under the laws and regulations of
manufacturing amounted to 16,000,000, Cow market has not been tested on against the allowance of said proor, or the Interior
why such sonwho knows
Department
under the laws and regulations of tne interior department why such
its mineral production was almost as hay fed stuff for ten days, when some who knows of any substantial reason proof should not be allowed will be
much, the production of coal alone sold at $3.00 to $3.55; heifers at $3.85. under the laws and regulations of the glyen an opportunItT at the above the interior department why such proof should not be allowed, will be
proof should not be allowed, will be given an opportunity at the above-give- n
having been 1,672,4$6 tons; of zinc, Meal fed steers are selling at $4.00 to Interior department why, such proof mentioned time and place to cross-e- x
an opportunity at the above-- ! mentioned time and place to
1899,589; of gold, 1381,930; of copper, $1.60; cows, $3.00 to $3.60; bulls, $3.00 should not be allowed, will be given amine the witnesses of said claimant,
e
time and place to cross- - examine the witnesses of said
$646,382; of silver, $124,103; of lead, to $3.35, and veal calves bring $6.00 an opportunity at the above mention- and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
the witnesses of said claim-- ! ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
$134,283; of Iron, 150,000 tons; lum- to $7.00.
ed time and place to
by
submitted
that
claimant.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted by claimant
The mutton trade Js not nearly as the witnesses of said claimant, and to
ber, 180,000,000 feet per annum; wool,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
of that submitted bv claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
satisfactory as It was about two weeks offer evidence in rebuttal of that subpounds per annum.
Register.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
During the year 200 companies In- ago. There was a small revival last mitted by claimant.
Register.
corporated to do business In the terri- Monday and Tuesday, but the advance
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tory, with an aggregate capitalization was lost by the end of the week, and
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
again unprom(Small Holding Claim No. 669.)
of $125,000,000. There are at present the situation today is at
(Small Holding Claim No. 665.) ..
Department of the Interior, United
all points,
26 national banks and 15 state banks, ising, supply liberal
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 661.)
Department of the Interior, United
to 15 cents
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., Department
with aggregate resources of about 12,000 here, market steady
Interior,
United
of
the
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
Dec. 28. 1905.
lower, while Chicago reports a de(Homestead Entry No. 6048.)
$15,000,000.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. Mn
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
cents. De- Department of the Interior, Land OfNotice Is hereby given that the folloThe progress which the cause of cline today of 15off to 25
28,
Dec.
1906.
Is herebv elven that hn fol
Notice
wing-named
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while
nothe
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Mexico,
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Janhas
New
has
mand
Fe,
fice
at Santa
popular education is making in New
Notice is hereby given that the follo- lowing-nameclaimant has filed no-- f
marketing was not counted
tice of his Intention to make final wing-named
uary 30, 1906.
noMexico is a subject for hearty con the heavy
filed
has
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claimant
of
to make final
intention
tice
long.
Very good
support
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on
his
proof
under
on
bo
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of
claim
to
ioieiven
is
herebv
that ttie
Notice
gratulation. The Interest which the lambs are selling today at $6.85 to
tice of his Intention to make final
Inwinsr named settler baa filed notice sections 16 and 17 of the act of March proof in support of his claim under proof ln support of his claim under
leading citizens or the territory have
16
17
of the act of March
and
yearlings, $6.00 to $6.10; weth- of his Intention to make finnl proof in 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by sections 16 and 17 of the act of March Sections
taken is bearing good results. The $7.10;$5.50
1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
to $5.75; ewes, $5.00 to support of his claim, and that said the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 3, 1891 (26 Stats,, 854), as amended by 3,
subject has won many able and sincere ers,
by
the act of February 21, 1893, (27
$5.35.
Orders are held here for part- proof will be made before the probate 70), and that said proof will be made the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
advocates, who cherish It from mo- ly finished
Stats.. 470), and that said proof will
ewes and lambs to go to
e U. S Court Commissioner
before
tives of lofty patriotism. There Is no the country, at $4.25 to $4.75 for ewes, clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on' at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day 470), and that said proof will be made be made before U. S. Court Commisbefore the U. S. Court Commissioner sioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the
risk in affirming that more has been lambs, $6.25 to $6.50, and a few are March 6 1906 viz
1906.
Februar
Manuel Chaves y Turrieta, of Ber- at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day 8th day of February,
spoken and written on this subject being secured. A greater percentage
1906, Vis:
oldlng
mat
or
,S
the
I
of February, 1906, viz: Pedro GalleTerwithin the past thirteen years than in of the stuff goes direct to packers nalillo county. New Mexico, for the
Romulo Aragon y Baca, agent
'
:
gos y Gonzales, for the small holding esa Baca y Garcia de Aragon, of
all the other years put together since than heretofore, however, as it is lot 4, of the southeast quarter of the
for
following
names
wltuesses
He
the
quarter of section 19, town to prove his actual continuous adverse claim No. 661 In Sees. 3, 10 and 11, Small Holding Claim No. 655, Sec. the
25,
the acquisition of the territory by the showing the result on longer ieea as southwest
range 3 east
T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
9
ship
north,
T, 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, T. 7 N.,
United States.
twenty
possession
tract
for
of
season advances.
said
the
He names the following witnesses R. 3 E.
He names the following witnesses years next preceding the survey of
The whole number of persons In
to prove his actual continuous adverse
to prove his continuous residence the townshinp, viz:
following witnesses
He namps
New Mexico between the ages of 5 and
STOCK SALES
possession of said tract for twenty to prove his the
upon and cultivation of Baid land, viz.:
actual continuous ad21 years October 1, 1905, was 72,982.
M.; years
Armljo,
Valencia,
Benito
of
N.
next preceding the survey of verse possession of said tract for
Gregorlo Apodaca y Candelarla. of Juan Apodaca of Valencia, N. M.; Sil
The whole number of persons enrolled
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Francisco verlo Martinez, of Valencia. N. M.; the township, viz:
twenty years next preceding the surwas Special Correspondence.
In the common schools proper
Jose Aragon y Denial, of Tome, N. vey of the township, viz:
Kansas City, Jan. 29. Some sales Grlego, of Albuquerque, New Mexico; Gregorlo Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.
37,981; the average dally attendance
w. M.;
wag 24,104; the number of schools was of western cattle at Kansas City this Manuel Antonio Pena, of Pajarlto,
Rafael On rule, of Peralta. N. M.;
Any person who desires to protest M.; Francisco Torres, of Tome,
New Mexico; Ramon Lopez, of Albu- against the allowance of said proof, Manuel Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; BerAntonio
Jose Aragon, of Valencia, N
97; the number of teachers employed week:
Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.
M.; Gregorlo Aragon, of Valencia, N.
T. N. Proffett, Baker City, Ore, 69 querque, New Mexico.
or who knows of any substantial rea nardo
was 838; total salary paid teachers
Any person who desires to protest M.; Francisco Aragon y Baca, o
MANUEL R. OTERO.
son under the laws and regulations against
was
$238,412.62;
annual receipts, feeders, 979 pounds, $4.40; 82 feeders,
the allowance of said proof, Valencia, N. M.
Register. of the Interior
951 lbs., $4.0O; 28 feeders, 966 lbs.,
Department why such or who knows
$527,473.59; annual expenditures,
any substantial reaAny person who desires to protest
proof should not be allowed will be son under the oflaws
expended on school property $3.85: 35 killers. 1052 lbs., $3.65.
and regulations aealnst the allowance of said proof, or
FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
feed45
Ore.,
Lewis,
H.
T.
Ontario,
given an opportunity at the above of
during the year, $64,360.87. The above
the Interior Department why such who knows of any substantial reason
$4.10; 33 feeders, 943
mentioned time and place to cross proof
relates to the common schools proper. ers, 1178 lbs.,
(Homestead Entry No. 8687.)
should not be allowed will be against the laws and regulations of
Reports received from Santa Fe, Las lbs., $4.00; 16 feeders, 825 lbs., $4.00; Department of the Interior, Land Of examine the witnesses of said claim given an opportunity at the
In rebuttal
the interior Department why such
ant,
and
to
evidence
offer
Vegas, Raton, Silver City, Las Cruces, 22 feeders, 1057 lbs., $3.85.
Mexico,
JanNew
Fe,
fice at Santa
v- .time and place to
,in ,
.K,,.u
C. W. Young, Ontario. Ore., 70 feedby claimant.
met
of
submitted
Albuquerque, Roswell, Socorro and
claimuary
1906.
30.
the witnesses of said
844
given an opportunity at the above- OTERO, Register
R.
MANUEL
Gallup, give statistics as follows: ers, 1073 lbs. $4.10; 30 feeders,
folgiven
hereby
in
the
to
that
ant, and
rebuttal mentioned time and place to cross-e- x
offer evidence
Notice Is
12,000;
enroll- lbs., $3.60.
School enumeration,
ot that submitted by claimant.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Brighton, Colo., 22 cows, lowing named settler has filed notice
amine the witnesses of said claimant,
ment, 7.0O0; average daily attend- 750J. Welker,
In
Register.
proof
R.
MANUEL
OTERO.
of Tils Intention to make final
lbs.. $2.50.
and to offer evidence ln rebuttal of
ance, 5,000; number of teachers emsaid
claim,
(Small
Holding Claim No. 323.)
and that
Some sales of western sheep and support of his
submitted by claimant.
that
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
ployed, 130; the same omitting Las lambs
Department
probate
proof will be made before the
of the Interior, United
MANUEL R. OTERO.
at Kansas City this week:
S
i.
(!..
O
in
Cruces, report 500 students in their
on
Mexico,
cHtie, uiua yu.ee, oa.ua re, n. m..
clerk at Albuquerque, New
Register
Monday, Jan. 22.
(Sma HoldiDK cla)m No. 662.)
high schools, with an average attendJanuary a, 13UU.
irjenartment nf th
W. A. Colt & Son, Las Animas, March 6, 1906, viz.:
Interior. United
given
ance of 400, and number or teachers Colo., 1157 lambs, 73 lbs., $7.25.
folNotice Is hereby
1
that the
John A. Sweeney, of Bernalillo
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
OIUICO
tJ, 41 4U,
Damn
employed, 27; total receipts
Valley, county, New Mexico, for the lot 7 lowing named claimant has filed no- - jar,,iarvl.ailU
17
1906
Sullivan & M., Arkansas
expenditures,
$141,628.34;
total
fraction of the southeast quarter of tice of his Intention to make final! Notice is hereby given that the
496 lambs, 73 lbs., $7.35.
Department of the Interior. United
value of school property, $472,354.
In support of Us claim under ,owll
Jas. Kelly & Co., Monte Vista, Colo., the southeast quarter, or lot 6, and loi
named claimant nBs filed
16 and 17, of the act of March
The territorial institutions of learn 500 lambs, 76 lbs., $7.10.
States Land Office. Santa Fe, N. M..
1, section 1, township 8 north, range
of ins intention to make final
tice
ing are thoroughly equipped In all
Dec. 28, 1905.
3. 1891, (26 Stats.. S.,4), as amended
J. F. Mitchell, Monte Vista, Colo., 2 east.
ln 6upport ot n8 ciaim under
rroof
by
(27
particulars and are making most sat 599 lambs, 71 lbs., $7.10.
Notice is hereby given that the follothe act of February 21. 1893,
He names the following witnesses
Bections i6 and n of the act of March
isfactory progress. They are as fol
claimant has filed noJ. Cameron, Las Animas, Colo., 719 to prove his continuous residence Stats., 470). and that said proof wl.l 3 nitl (26 gtats., 854), as amended wing-named
States ,)y tne act of February 21, 1893 (27 tice of his Intention to make final
The University, Agricultural sheep and yearlings, 82 lbs., $6.25.
lows:
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.: be made before the Lnlted
College, Normal University, School of
Animas, Colo.,
James R. Bingham, John W. Har- court commissioner at San Rafel, N.- gtats., 470), and that said proof will proof in support of his claim under
J. V. Marlman,
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
viz.: Dona- Do made bt.foro United States
o
Mines, Normal School, Military Insti- 438 sheep and yearlings, 98 lbs., $5.75. nett, Manuel Lopez and Ell A. Can-trel- M.. on February 9.
Pino, for the and 2, section 20; n,iHSioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
tute, and Deaf and Dumb School. The R. II. Worth, Monte Vista, Colo.,
all of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
lot 3, sections 17 an-- 20; lot 4, sec- - February 27. 1906. viz Federlco San-tlo- n the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
religious
M ANUEL R. OTERO,
maintain 251 ewes. 82 lbs.. $5.15.
denominations
17; lot 5, setti in 8 and 9, town- - cllOZ v Montoya, for the SmalT Hold-shi- p 470), and that said proof will be made
many good schools In the territory,
Register.
Tuesday Jan. 23.
the U. S. Court Commissioner
10 north, rani-- 7 west.
Roman Catholic Schools, number 20; A. D. r E. S. Mat bias, Monte Vista,
ins nalm No. 662, Bituated in Sec. before
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
He names the f I'.owlng witnesses 24, t. 7 N., R. 2 E.
pupils enrolled, 2.5oo; teachers em 236 lambs, 80 lbs., $7.35.
MERCHANT0 TAILORING
February, 1906, vl: Juan Apodaca,
to prove his actual continuous ad- ployed. 90: Bantist Mission schools Thodes Bros.. - Lamar, Colo., 692
jie names the following witnesses of
for the lot 1, sees. 23 and 24, and lot
uid ' tract for (o prove his actual continuous
verse possession of
number 4; pupils enrolled, 260; teach-- ! lambs, 78 lbs., $7.35.
years next
the
ere employed, 15; Congregational lieatty Com. T. Co., Umar, Colo., 907 UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
possession of said tract for 2, sec. 23. T. 7 N.. R. 2 E.
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vey or tne townsiiip. mz.
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AVENUE,
BAMtwenty years next preceding the sur- RAILROAD
Churcli schools, fi; pupils enrolled, lunibs, 81 lbs., $7.20.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
Gorgonlo Figuui
of Cubero, N..vev f,f the township, viz:
J. F. Mitchell, Monte Vista, Colo.,
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stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- D. Martinez, of C 1' '. N. M.
Benito Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.;
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sires to protest j.;srnnlslas Gnrley, of Peralta, N. M.
J. F. Marlman, Las Animas, Colo., nue, where I solicit the patronage of
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42D sheep and yearlings. 98 lbs., $5.75.
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ers employed, 22.
Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
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Rio Pitch to Texlco: the
MRS. W. H. MILLS.
E. J. Huling & Son. Riverdale, Colo.
Rocky Mountain & Pacific railway, 479 ewes, 83 lbs., $5.40.
of that submitted by claimant.
Vocal Instruction and voice build-InThe winner of tin Herrera Herman
SPECIAL RATES"toCOLORADO.
Klizabethtown,
MANUEL It. OTERO, Register.
from Des M ines to
South fiabt at Ixs Am;ci- - on February 9.
a specialty. Studio, 412
WVftern live stock show and lolnt
Thursday, Jan. 25.
si; uld have the
and other railroads have surveyed
to ((invent Ion of the American Stock
C. M. Winchell, Monte Vista. Colo., Fifth street. Automatic phone, 741.
call
lines north and south, east and west. 593 lambs. 73 lbs.. $7.15.
o
fU'ht Battling Nel-"i- i
for the light- - Or iwors1 association, National Live
WILLING HELPERS.
Thee fitures give but an inkling of Mr. Campbell, Monte Vista, Colo.,
Jim O'Rourke has been playing base weight champlon!.:;. There is con- Soil association and National Wool V
What's the use of a helper. If V
the growth and prosperity of New 270 lambs. 73 lbs.. $7.00.
ior . years. 11 is suierable
ball continuously
v.
snt! linnur- - hssocihi ion, ieuver, 1,010., (
her
Nelson
doubt
,
.
....-1... I.... m,
New
.
Mexico during the past year.
he Isn't willing? Willingness is
Mr. .MoC'ormack, Monte Vista, Colo., enimaieu .1...
at Philadelphia January 2rt and February 3, 1906. For
uiai ieic(,overn will m
"'ilie r liasu umtraveled
an ample mantle which will al- towns, new schools, new churches, fif- 294 lambs, 69 lbs., $6.90.
but even if Nelsoi
er lS.iHiu tunes.
on tK- above occasion tne Santa Ke will
to
eo
fuses
most cover all the sins of serv- - '
lines, has wi'h Terry, he cam
Col. ft Ariz. S. Co., Lamar. Colo.. 5.iK'U miles on the lia.--e
teen territorial institutions; the reductickets to Denver,
very well evade si ll 1 vour-t'Ice. But a classified advertise- if
umpire seven meeting Herrera o:
Pueblo
nnd
tion of the territorial debt by almost 28 ewes. 90 lbs., $5.25.
return
Sprints
and
spoken cross t"
after the ora
the
$aot),fiO' In the past few years;
ment In The Evening Citizen Is a
,
gallons of water, I os Augeles
drank
times,
as the public will at the rate of one farejdus $2 for the
prosf law and order;
willing helper that is not only V
One Minute Coueh Cure contains not said "posh all hemlock" 46 times, was demand
prevalence
T. E. PUUDY,
that he '! more than talk round tr:p.
absolutely competent, but also Is "!
perous business entt rprises, and many an .voir of any harmful drug, ami It lunched 311 time-- , and had 3,578,042 ' hold the
Agent.
from
wrested
title
a willing worker. It works all
been curing Cougs, Colds. Croup different
of disapproval tli lit.
others are the suns of real prosres.-i- ci!ie!J, and sani- and Whootung Counh fo long that It hurled at him by the bleacherites.
It Is the best V'
) wants to give a Carnegie f the time for you.
The building of
'
;. p 1:111110. because he has Just
.
and most economical publicity In V
tariuma for In alt hseekers, and the has proven itself to be a tried and
Alfrei VRndevbl'f
an hour
wife. What's the mat f the world.
luodcruiziug of histories settlements true friend to the many who use H
Sihscribe for Tne C!:ieti sod get automobile won't tu". At last, the taio-- hi
it 10 .trs. Ueronimoi
perfect automobile.
and cities, all follow the same tend- - Sol J by all druggists.
the news.
ter wi'h

otherwise holders of second options will
have preference between the same hours
February 2nd. Owners of lots on both sides
of this tract are asking $225 per inside lot.
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(Small Holding claim No. (88.)
Department of the Interior, Unite
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M,

January

21, 1906.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed liv
tlce of his Intention to make final
proof in support of her claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amende
by the act of Febmary 21, 189J, (JT
Stats., 470), and that said proof wOl
be made before the United States)
court commissioner at Albuquerqne,
N. M., on March 10, 1906, via.:
Beatrix Moya de Sedlllo, widow of
Jesus Sedlllo, deceased, for the S. H.
C. No. 686, In lot 1, sec. 86, T. 7
R. 2 E., and sec. 81, T. 7 N., R. S B,
and lot 2. sec. 36, T. 7. N., R, I K.
She names the following witness e
to prove her actual, continuous, adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, vli.:
Esteban Rael, of Valencia, N. M.;
Bernardino Sedlllo, of El Cerro, N. M.;
Estanislao Otero, of El Cerro, N. M.;
Amada Otero de Sedlllo, of El Cerro,
N. M.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reav
son under the laws and regulations!
of the Interior department why soc
proof should not be allowed, will b
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and offer evidence In rebuttal of that
submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
above-mention-

ed

cross-examin-

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 826.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa F?, N. ML,

January

8, 1906.

Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed ao
tlce of his Intention to make flaal
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17. of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), aa amended
by the act of February 21, 189J, (ST
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United
State
court commissioner at San Rafael, N.
M., on February 9, 1906, vli.: Barbara
J. de Pino, for the lots 1 and I, section 20; lot 3, section 16 and 17, township 10 north, range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the mp-veof the township, vli:
Gorgonlo Figueroa, of Cubero, N.
M.; Pablo Lucero, of Cubero, N. M,
Ilanlsta Baca, of Cubero, N. M.; Juan
D. Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof.
or who knows of any substantial rea-"u
department, why such
the ,lntverl?' '"""J"""
not be allowed, will be
n opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to cross- examine the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence ln rebuttal
ot that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
y

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

A.

fol-pro- of

l,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

iiiiiiuijuinu

.ILL

(Small Holding Claim No. 617.)

January

9, 1906.

L"El
Santa Fe, N. M,
Y,dH.!

Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof ln support of bis claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21. 1893, (27
States., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United State
court commissioner at Albuquerque.
N. M., on February 17, 1906, vis.,
Sanchez de Vigil, for the S. H.
Sees. 25, 26, St
C. No. 617, In lot 1
and 36; lots 2 and 4. Sec. 26, and lot
Te-odo- ra

3,

Sec. 35, T. 7, N., R. 2 E.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz.:
Juan Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
Benito Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.;
Manuel Alarid, of Valencia, N. M.;
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
above-mention-

ed

cross-exami-

BEAUTY

CULTURE.

MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York city. The latest
scientific appliance and up to date

methods fo- - treating the hair, face
ana scalp, ixmipinxion steaming ana
bleaching; wanleurlng and shampoo- water
Electrolytic
Inn.
automatic
massage, 614 West Gold avenue.
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Hen Hendricks, the king of
8wedish dialect actor, and "Ole 01- fen," the Erst and unquestionably the
best production of Its kind on the
American Ftage today, held the boards
at tho Elks' theater last evening and
delighted a fair sized audience.
Every Inch a celebrity in the the- atrical "profession. H n Hendricks, In
the tille role, needs no wordB of com-- j
mendntion. It will Mifflrp t say that
as "Ole," he perfectly filled the bill,
was as funny as ever, and sings In the
same sweet manner as of yore. Of
rendered,
the
selections
several
"Strawberries,"
Yourj
and "Open
Mouth anil Shut Your Eyes," were de- cidedly the bits of the evening. The:
supporting' cast was up to the standard In every way, the simple though
Interesting plot cleverly interpreted,
the climaxes produced in a thrilling:
manner and the mechanical effects re-- j
allstlcally carried out. Everybody
was thoroughly pleased with the icr
formance.

If the people of this country should conduct private
liuslness upon no sounder principle than that upon which
the postofflce department la conducted, we would be a
Nearly 32,"uO
nation of bankrupts within six months.
postmen, with their horses and wagons, are now at work
flicking up and distributing on their daily visits to the.
rural routes, about
125 families on the average
two ponnls of mull matter per wagon, and bringing la to
tii government from this service about 40 cents a day.
Their total loads, mail collected and delivered, average
liaxdly 20 pounds. Costing about 2 a day, the net loss
from the business Is alKiut 1.0 per day per wagon
$50,000 a day and $15,000,000 a year.
These 32,000 comparatively empty wagons being
driven over the country by 32,ou0 comparatively idle men
Meanmust strike any business man as poor business.
while the farmer must hitch up his own team and drive
to town. Just as before, for his tea, coffee, sugar, express
Naturally, many of the
packages and other supplies.
"The Strength of the Weak" is the
arty rural carriers in many parts of the country began
odd title of the play Florence
rather
adding
at once the regular traffic of the old
Roberts, who Is to be seen here February 10, Is starring in this season.
to their mall service the transportation of passengers,
baggage, merchandise, produce, anything that was ofThe Btory of tfc
play concerns a
young orphan girl whose education
fered, up to the capacity of their vehicles, and charging
government
has been provided for by an unscru
a reasonable price for the service. But the
pulous guardian, who has designs on
Evidently good business Is objectionable
stopped this.
the young lady. Eventually, she falls
to the poet office department, even when it comes natIn love with the man of her choice,
urally and uninvited.
who, unknown to her, Is the son of
packages for each family
An average of two
her guardian. The disclosures of the
en the rural routes would wipe out the annual postal
truth comprise the material for many
But the
deficit and leave a yearly surplus of $5,000,000.
strong scenes, in which Miss Roberts1
It
wagon
worst.
the
not
is
expensive
Pllo-nnempty and
rural
is At Hpr hpnt
flrmnnita ttna
the leading male role, and shares with
but typifies on a small scale tue methods of the entire
We are the only nation In the world,
the star the applause that Invariably
postal system.
greets each presentation of this ex
claiming to be civilized, without a parcels post system.
ceptionally Btrong play. Max Figman
The United States pays the railways a big price for
and James E. Wilson also have excarrying the mails, and the express companies are handceptionally strong parts In which they
ling at a big profit the cheapest form of mail matter,
"make good."
to the great loss of the government and the people. For
Instance, there is the report of our consul at Guudaloupe,
The Ethel Tucker Stock company,
which comes to the Elks' opera house
who estimates that this country is losing $2,000,000 a
through
February 6 to 9, Is
l
year In small mall orders from the West Indies
known In
this part of the country to need much
the refusal of our government to enter the international
newspaper comment. The company
parcels anion.
has a fairly good repertoire of plays,
The real cause of the postal deficit lies in the plain
and the nrlces are somewhat lower
tact that the postal service has never taken up the lines
than usually prevail at the Elks' op
of carrying business In which there is a profit. Private
era house. They open Monday night
unprofileaviDg
the
while
end,
clings
paying
to
the
Breed
at which time ladies will be admitted
The four big
table end far the government to carry.
free if accompanied by some one hav
lobby
Wash
powerful
in
express companies maintain a
ing a paid ticket.
ington for the Bpecial purpose of seelBg to it that the.
Madame Modjeska, who will be seen
postal department does not take from them any part or
here February 24, tells the following
the carrying business that pays profit. Thus, through
story at her own expense:
the connivance of those who sell the Interest of the peo"1 was playing at a little town In the
ple to tbe demands of corporation greed, the express
west some years ago," she said, "when
companies have been made fabulously wealthy and abFrom Las Vegas Optic.
the hotel accommodations were excep
solutely monopolistic, not only Increasing general taxes
tionally poor. Being out of sorts one
B
tOOOCX0XXX)XXXXX00XX0XXOWO
holding
the
deficits,
also
but
to pay for the yearly postal
night, I complained to the landlord
year
of
promises
breaker
charge
record
to
be a
The present
people at their own uncontrolled will la the
about the accommodations.
" 'Don't you like the place?' the pro
The St. Louis,
from the viewpoint of railroad building.
exorbitant rales from which there is no redress.
Rocky Mountain & Pacific is pushing on its road from a prietor Inquired.
" 'I (o not." I retirted.
point 011 the Colorado & Southern to the Cimarron canyon
" "Then move,' he said.
and thence will build to Taos, and doubtless to a Junc"Well," continued Madame Modjes' Speaking of tho gathering of stockmen and farmers, tion with the Colorado & Arizona railroad.
"I did move, but I was soon back
which thiB week is witnessing in Denver, the Republican
This latter project, by the way, will mean the open- ka,
again suing for peace on bended
of that city makes some remarks which are good and ing up of another highly resourceful reglou of New Mexknees, --aa It were,
the other two
timely for New Mexico as well as for Colorado.
ico, which is now occupied only by a few big ranches. hotels Jn the townforwere
owned by
The time was, in this great westland, according to The road has already been completed from Duraugo into the sanie man and everywhere
I went
upon
the
looked
stockman
the Republican, when the
the fertile valley of San Juan. Thence It will be pushed the polite clerks Informed me that
open
in
farmer as his greatest enemy. The two were
on through McKinley, western Valencia and Socorro they had no vacant rooms, t did not
The stockman had held In un counties and on to Grant county.
antagonism for years.
in this section are complain any more."
disputed possession the wide range as pasture for his vast deposits of coal and iron ad some of the most prom
x x-- x-x
x --x- x-- x-xcattle and sheep, and looked upon the farmer, who took Islng gold add copper deposits in the territory. Also
range,
mall
as a foe
wo and fenced his little bit of that
there are some of the biggest timber areas left lu the
CHURCH, CLUB AND
ctously driving him out of business. r The stockman said United States.
er
he
starve;
to
lands
the
that
was
preparing
by
Optic
to
the
the
Reference has recently been made
SOCIAL GATHERINGS
was taking were worthless for farming and "only good the Intention of the Santa Fe & Eastern to extend the
in
an
upon.
graze
idea
The farmer had
for cattle to
road it has built from Raton to Sugarlte for a considerable
could make them produce crops with a certain regularity, distance through a rich mineral country.
and considered It a waste to leave them so poorly utilized
The Eastern Railway of New Mexico, better known
The Ladies' Aid society of the PresNeither could then realize that I here was room for both as the Beleu cut-of- f,
will be completed within a year. byterian
will meet tomorrow
money
to
was
way
for each to make
and that a better
Thousands of people are settling along this new line and (Thursday)church
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock,
come from the transformation.
a rapid development of this country is taking place, it with Mrs. R. W. D. Bryan, at her
This week the farmers and stock growers are meet feeras certaiu that the Albuquerque Eastern will be built home on West Railroad avenue.
ing in the city to whose evolution both industries have from the Santa Fe Central into Albuquerque this year,
O
A business meeting of the
contributed, to talk over matters of common interest. and that the branch to the Hagan coal fields will be com
Aid
society
Congregational
of
common
the
Now they appreciate that their interests are in
And most important of all from a Las Vegas
pleted.
will be held at the residence
and that it is by working together, each for the largest standpoint, there Is every reason to assume that the church
.Mrs. J. II. Drury, U 2 South Arno
possible advance in his own business, that the best re Dawson Hue through las Vegas to a junction with the of
street, Thursday nfterntxm at 2:30
Milts for each are to be realized.
El Paso & Southwestern will be far on towards comple o'clock,
Tbe members are requested
"It is true," Bays the Republican, "that we nave no tion by the end of tbe present year.
to be present.
was borne
more the aombreroed cattle baron whose
The railroad development means great things for the
The Guild of the St. John's Episby herds of hundred thousands on ranges the breadth of territory.
If one stops to think, he will realize that the
copal
met this afternoon, at 3
proseprous
we
have
of
thousands
a state or two, but
nialu factor in this railway building is coal.
With the o'clock church
at the church rectory. Busicowmen in his steatl and thousands more of prosperous exception of the cut-of- f,
every road in process of con ness iu connection with the repair of
farmers on ranches that are but as pin points in area to st ruction lu tho territory is building primarily in order the guild hall was transacted and
th .m-.mce vast range. Instead of a tew millions.,.,income
to IUilh? available some of the immense, coal deposits in other important matters given con
i,
twi
.1, rail....!,,
i
sideration..
New Mexico.
years ago, comes now a vast annual
jt twenty-fiv- e
New Mexico is rapidly becoming the Pennsylvania of
Quite a number ot the friends of
It is to study how best to Increase this great In- the west. North, south, east and weRt are Inexhaustible Mrs.
J. P. Kasler, wife of the chief
come thai today friends and neighbors meet to counsel coal areas.
It is doubtless true, as many claim, that surgeon of the Santa Fe system, who
gun
the
was
arbiter
once
where
the
congratulate
and
New Mexico contains the largest deposits of bituminous has been In the city the past week
of disputes over range and water holes."
coal in the nation, and this means more for the perma the guest of her sister, Mrs. S. E.
nent prosperity of a state than all the gold of the Klon Newcomer, were present yesterday
afternoon at the informal reception
dike or the Jewels of Ophir and India.
held at the Newcomer home at 205
North Walter street, in honor of Mrs.
XXXXXXXXXXXDXXXKX)XXXXXXX3X)
It la probably true that not more than nine republKaster, who this morning departed
against
upon
vote
to
counted
can
be
icans in the senate
for
her home In Topeka, Kas. The
ratiou
administ
the joint statehood bill. This leaves the
lioiioo
was tastefully decorated for
or
defeatThe only hope
forces with a clear majority.
and during the course of
the
occasion
OfteKVlis
ing the bill Is in obstruction tactics, and we haven't any
the afternoon delicious refreshments.
By Francis GiUreath Ingertoll.
were served. Mrs. Kaster, who is one
more patieucu with oltructiou tactics in the senate
of Topcka's most charming society
than we have with caucus rule, stuffed clubs and speakmatrons, has many friends here, ami
since
er' czardom in the house. We have com endedprincilacking the "sixth made more, during her recent visit
Is anything on earth
governmental
fight
If
that
the
there
this
of
beginning
the
It makes me tired wbeu they get with Mrs. Newcomer.
ples Involved were of much more importance to the peo-i.l- e- sense," It Is a woman.
Heterritories.
together
and rant alout "sex privilege" aud "sex degenof the nation than the late of the
CASE AGAINST BASE BALL
cause a minority in tho house resorted to disgraceful, eracy." and all that twaddle; then go right ulong developmethods to lorce wieit ing the conditions for that spawn called modern society.
BLGINS AGAIN
MANAGtR
undemocratic and
Woman puts on abbreviated or bifurcated garments and
will uiKin the majority, is no Butlieieut reason why a sen
ate minority should attempt to defeat a majority by ob tries to do all a man can do, from clmblng an apple tree The cise of Dan (lallej;u.s, former
Id horse racing, and then demands chivalrous deference pIicluT for the Albuquerque Drowu.-i- ,
structive tactics.
She has her soda fountain, her again:-- ! F. J. Houston, the manager
80 we trust Senator Foraker won't make his thirty because of her icx."
all
lr.i-block
not
gambling, and then insists 011 of hist seasons base ba'l club,
will
party"
club,
her
democrats
"card
the
speech
and that
day
f Imm season's base hall club, which
legislation to prevent the passage of the statehood bill, "him" being a total moral abstainer.
position; tite nf the Peace Chaves of o;,
She crowds liim out of every lucrative
lleveridge and his crowd resorted to sjicli dangerous
owing to a flaw in the
OlK'ketS tllUt
methods two years ago, it is true, hut it will be more lu.ndc ii'itli l,,.r l.nn.lu I., li.'r t II li
iurii-in- n
iug; and sneers at his inability papers, was resumed a.num ( this
pleasing to the people of this country, even to those New "the sex" Is
before Justice Chaves ; :i cl; is is
manfully
senators
If
If
the
he
$25
a
statehood,
demand.
to
i!i0
to
a
separate
limit
exaitnd
Mexicans who favor
seeking to recover $iiu allev,e, to lie
will now consent to the majority ruling, and then let goes to work at real labor, she turns up her nose at his due hint as salary. The defense claim
the
bill,
dirty hands and grimy clothes.
She denies hiiu
that there was no contract between
the people of the territories pass on tho statehood
prattle of children's voices and complains that he nas 'allcKOH ana the Hall niau:ii.eiiieiit
if that majority is la favor of the Hamilton measure.
There is nothing more dangerous to this country than no homo instinct. "Affection is vulgar;" she luvislies on and by quitting as II Is aliened he
There a poodle the caresses belonging to her husbaud, and diil, be forfeited what was due him.
the attempt to defeat the will of the majority.
any. Attorney helix Lester for tho
are no legislative measures of such importance as to then bemoans his "infidelity" when he basks in the sun- ifdefense
Attorney Muntova for
Justify president, senator or representative in such a shine and finds a masculine solace iu Circe's smiles. She (allcgos, and
waged a bitter haiiie mi each
rightIs
aud
fellow,
over
with
Vegas
talks
the
Optic.
fence
that
other
course.
onclu- other. Justice Chaves at 11
eously scandalized when "ho" climbs over and fills his eion of hostilities took the caM. under
ostentatiously
CourSh
pocket with that fellow's apples.
Here is a sample, from ibe 1'ivscott, Arizona,
adviscnieut.
ier, ot the inability or unwillingness of the papers of deplores his lack of veneration for "sacred" things, and
AT
that territory to tell the truth about New Mexico. That desecrates his hearts holiest from the dreams of his GOVERNMENT PHYSICIAN
LAGUNA GETS PROMOTION.
mother's picture.
paper nays: "It is stated that live counties in New Mex- youth to the
Dr. Edwin Lee Jones, government
She harps ujxmi the distaste of modern youth for
ico are so heavily bonded as to be hopelessly iu debt.
at Laguna village, h.is i,een
It i also Btated that one of those count ies is bonded for marriage; and when, one day, be finds the lost dreamsu physician
appointed assistant, snrseon in the
How easy of youth, the hope of manhood, the heart of home
This is a period of graft.
million dollars.
navy and expects to
under orit would be to Interest greedy people in the giving of "common" woman and they two become to each other
,e doctor
ders within a few days
mud
throws
joint
passage
of a
statelnxid what God meant man and woman to
she
value to these bonds by Oie
recently passed a very creditable
upon
them.
How cheaply these bonds could be bought up now, aud stone of social ostracism and ridicule
MIL
s appointand received
ment as soon thereafter as the necesand how they might Increase In value if funded into iKinds She turns up her dainty nose and "makes faces" at
while "he" can go down into every pit of sary documents could he ;, nsmitied.
of the new state. What a magnificent chance it would
afford Dollar statesmen to drift In the direction of In- immorality and physical uncleanliness, so long as be His departure from Uik'iii;. w i. re.
ret ted by his numerous frMels both
creased boud values. There are some ugly rumors now endows her with the legal right to his money and her Kwhile
ami Indian.
la the air. The wide margin of profit afforded by worth- diamonds. If Christian womanhood would practice what
would
females
brought
nearly
or
they
preach;
rights"
at
value
to
and
face
and
sold
clamorous
"equal
bonds
life
ies
CORN
la, U rapid rood to fortune a road rapid enough to Insist on equality of sex right, the social stables would be
$1.15 A HUNDRED.
"moved
make many a dollar worshipper vote to join himself to soon cleansed, and the 'tenderloin" of society
AT PALMER'S.
01 NORTH FITCT STREET
out" of existence.
the devil or the lower regions."
le
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Sale of Children's
Suits and Overcoats

j

j

j

j

All $3 and $3.50 Suits, special
All $4 and $4.50 two piece Suits, Special
All $5.50, $6 and $fi.50 three piece Suits, Special

New Railroads For
Hew Mexico Coal

Gratifying History

.

fa-m-

d

tu-to-

Wise and Sensible

How.CjeWife So

a'jFailtare
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THE PRIZE IS WITHIN REACH.

THE MARKETS
STOCK

-

MONEY

METAL

St Louis Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 31. Wool

I

steady and unchanged.
Provisions.
Chicago, Jan. 31. Closing prices:
May,
July, 83c.
Wheat
Corn May, 44c; July,
Oats May, Z0c; July, 29c.
Pork May, $13.45; July, $14.15.
Lard Jan., $7.40; July, $7.67.
Ribs Jan., $7.45; May, $7.55.

Hc;

The best cigar for the money that has
pleased your optics, tickled your palate, delighted your nostrils for many
a day the very well known and better liked White Lily. It's all well
enough to brag we prefer to let the
White Uly do a little shouting for
itself. One costs Ave cents; 50 In a
box tax your pocketbook $2.

WOOL

'

iic.

A.

J.

113a WEST

RICHARDS
AVENUE

RAILROAD

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Jan. 31. Cattle Receipts.
22,000; market strong; beeves, $3.75
6.25; cows and heifers, $1.404.50;
stockers and feeders, $2.504.50;
Texans, $3.50 4.50.
Sheep Receipts,
17.000;
market
weak to stronger; sheep, $3.505.fi0;
lambs, $5.506.95.

THE FIRST LE8SO.'
IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most Important of all; that

i

of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about this If
Empress flour is chosen. It Is so
good end makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use it for that very 2
reason.
Is

i
Closing Stock Quotations.
Following are
today's closing prices:
92
Atchison, common
104
Atchison, pfd
150
New York Central
Pennsylvania
143
69
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific, common
1554
98
Union Pacific, pfd
Copper
115
United States Steel, common
United States Steel, pfd
..U2Vi;

New York, Jan. 31.

the selection

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent,
West Copper Ave.

i

114

44'

NEEDS FEW
CONSTITUTION CHANGES.
Daltlnure, Md., Jan. 31. There is a
strong sentiment in favor of the bill
of Senator Bctts, which provides that
tbe question of holding another constitutional convention shall be submitted
to a vote of the people of Maryland
at the next November election In 1907.
The bill Is in accordance with the provision of the present constitution that
every twenty years the people have
the right to call a constitutional con-- '
ventlon for amending the present instrument or for drafting a new constitution,
It is held that during the last ten
years many defects have become apparent which need remedying and
some of the parts of the present constitution need important changes to
bring them In better harmony with the
demands of tho time. It is safe to
say that, should the bill be passed,
there will be an overwhelming vote in
favor of a constitutional convention
at the November election next year.

i
W--

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

FOURTH

ST. AND RAILROAD

MAtHy

EASY PAYMENTS
FURNITURE,

CROCKERY,
AND

BEEAD
&

STOVES

RANGES

Borradailea & Co. IS
o0404oo o o octo

I tJtPtsLTt

000OK00404040
000I04C00 made
said
that
$350 on

"I

60c,"

a

prominent Albuquerque business man,
on the completion of his conversation
over the Long Distance Telephone.

j

MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toll lines of

1

The Colorado Telephone Co.

c
K0v

Room 18 N. T. Armljo Building.
LOW RATES

00OmO

--

MEL IN I & EAKIN,

OfKK00K
WholeralB

llqoo; and

Clar

f

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet tt
Cnandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. G. Bohemian and
Jog. Schlltg Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

JUST !N

AVE,

bsOMvraayu:
r si

TRAD a.

w

Frrn

LOW PRICES

MARYLAND

EARTHQUAKE FELT
IN SOUTH AMERICA.
Guayaquil, Ecuador, Jan. 31. Following the earthquake shock felt here
at 10 o'clock p. m. Sunday, a heavy,
long shock was experienced at 9 a. m.
today. At 10:15 there was another
heavy shock, which is causing great
'
panic.

r

4

n

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 31. Cattle
Receipts, 9,000; market strong;
native steers, $45.90; southern steers,
$3.254.65; southern cows, $2.25i
3.60; native, cows and heifers, $2.25
4.90; ' stockers and feeders, $34.80;
hulls, $2.503.85; calves. $35.80;
western fed steers, $3.505.50; western fed cows, $2.40 4.
Sheep Receipts, 4,000; market was
strong; muttons, $4.25 (?f 5.50; lambs,
$5.5rt7.10; range wethers, $5.40(?i
6.10; fed ewes, $i.503.75.

.

w hitman's Candies
The finest candy made at any price: absolutely pure; always fresh,
,
healthy and wholesome. Chocolates and
the purest of the
bon-bons-

mixes and kneads

bread thorouglJy
in Three Minutes.
The hands do
not touch the
douch.

puii.

J. H.'

O RIELLY

CO ,

Barnett Building

Druggists

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.

0. W. Strong's Sons
Both

STRONG BLOCK.

307 West Railroad Avenue.
Oat or Night
'Phones.

CLARKVILLK PRODUCtC CO

UNDERTAKERS

1,

sister--

woman;

i.pF"w:A-;;-

$6.00

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

i

j

..$8.50

M ANDELL

M

'

too-wel-

$2.50
$3.50
14,75
$3,00
$2.75
$4.00
$4.50

All three piece Childrens' Suits, 3 to 6 years, ranging from $3.50 to$6, Special price
Buys' Overcoats, all $4 ones at the Special price of
Roys' Overcoats, all $6 ones at the Special price of
Roys' Overcoats, all $6.50 ones at the Special price of
Boys' Overcoats, all $8 ones at the Special price of
Roys' Overcoats, all $10 ones at the Special price of

j
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It was English political selfishness that pulled the
strings so that Norway became a kingdom Instead of a
republic, is the contention o the trenchant French writer,
Journalist, playwright and nuvelist, Orbaiu Oohier, in hlh
Liroc.hure,"Ln Republluue Esenmo.ilee en Norvege" (The
Republic Question Gerry tnandciod in Norway), Just pub
Mr. Oohier was aai.iclaled with Emile
llsbed in 1'aria.
Zola In obtaining a retrial of tin; Dicyfus case and is at
present one of the keenest and most powerful writers
in Paris.
He maintains that almo.H all the leading men
of Norway were In favor of the republican form of government in succession to the monarchy the crown of
which Oscar of Sweden had been induced to nhii.cate.
In this connection he cites ISJoernson and Lovclund, minister of foreign affairs In Norway. The former is quitted
as saying: "I think public sentiment is in lavor ol a republic."
The latter observed to a representative of the
Temps (Paris): "Unless the tnonarchiul form of government is maintained, wo shall have to choose between
three sorts of republics the monarchial republic, such
as that of France, where the president. Is king for a term;
the czarlnlan republic, as In the United States, where
the president is an autocrat; or the republican republic,
as in Switzerland.
This last form pleases us best. We
Mr. Gohler quotes the
should doubtless adopt it."
Temps (Paris) us declaring that the only solution of the
Norwegian problem was the republican solution, because
the choice of a Danish prince, wifh Knglish affinities,
would aiiouale Germany from Norway, and the choice
of Germany's candidate would alienate England.
lie
goes on to show that the question, "a republic or a monarchy," for Norway was gerrymandered by the intrigues
of England and the cowardice of French statesmen, who
refused to respond to the appeal of Norwegian republi
cans.
England's share in the transaction and English mo
tives for urging on matters in this direction are thus
.summarized by the writer:
"In placing Prince Charles and the daughter of Ed
ward VII on the throne of Norway, England reduces Norway to a dependency of her empire, a sort of vassal
state, such as Portugal, at the other end of Europe, has
England already has
been since the treaty of Methuen.
a hold on Denmark, and now that she has taken Norway,
she becomes mistress and arbiter of the opening or closing of the Baltic.
It was necessary that the Norwegian
referendum should be strangled, that the provisional
government should obey all the Instructions transmitted
from the court of St. James and that Prince Charles
Baron weuei
snoulil ne crowned in so many weeks.
Jarsiberg, formerly minister lor Sweden and jsorway in
Spain, was dispatched from Copenhagen to London, and
installed with Lord Landsdowne in the foreign office. In
order to direct the operation."

Our Postal Losses

-

Why Norway is Not
Now True Republic
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Business Manager

President
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From Literary Digest.

W. T. McCREIGHT

W. 8. STRICKLER
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Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
rCUHTH ST AND RAILROAD

AVE

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries

and

N. Second St.. Both

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
602 8outh First Street Both Phone

RANKIN

&

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATli
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201-21- 1

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
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HORSE

THIEVES

CHASED ALL NIGHT

WEDDING CREAM

One or the Final Courses at Rig Belonging to Morris
in Consequence.
AND

PACKER

Ellis-to- n

Stolen in Front of
City Hall Last Night.

Bridal Dinner Delayed

CANS

UNION MEN IN ONE

.

WAS

MhSIXG

DRIVEN

TO THE

MOUNTAINS

VISITORS HERE

LARGE COMPANY
J. H. Bearrup Has Undoubtedly Been Successful in This
Gigantic Mission.
COMMITTEES

ARE COMING

HERE

PAGE FIVS.

UNLICENSED GAMES

FROM LASCRUCES

IN SANDOVAL COUNTY

Martin, Daughter and Constable Frank Blake Set
Sons Came in From the
Upon by Saloon Gang While
South This Morning.
Arresting Proprietor.

Mrs.

DEADLY

"CREEPi"

IN CATILE

Have Removed to the New
Staab Building

PLUCKY CONSTABLE GETS HIS MAN

A bold theft was committed early
President J. H. Bearrup. or the Rio
W. E. Martin, district court clerk
There was a delay In one of the
Frank O. Blake, deputy game warGrande Woolen Mill company, has cf the Third judicial district, aud his den under Page B. Otero, returned to
final courses served at the residence ast evening when the horse and carEllison, a returned from Indianapolis, Ind., where brother, Benjamin C. Martin, a stock the city last night
of Mr. and Mrs. L. Kern pen ich, l1 8 tage belonging to Morris
from Bernalillo,
West. Railroad avenue Monday even- second hand dealer at 405 South First he attended a convention of miners. raiser at Garfield, Dona Ana county, where he was held In custody twenty-fouoil.
driven
was
v
and
stiver,
stolen
-- i
President
Bearrup
In
.
has unquestionably came
from Las Cruces this mornU
. '
hours for doing what he thought
HI lilt?
... '
"IT 111 IIUIHH
"
frn,L ,1 Un. been successful In his gigantic mis- ing, accompanying to this city their was his duty. In recounting
of Miss irma J. Schuster and Ab.ahan.
1'"
the
sion
of
forming
Snellenburg, who were married that
the union labor men mother and sister, Mrs. E. C. Martin rather tragic affair in which he was
Vn'i'V
of
the
United
States into one great and Mrs. Orrin Rice, respectively. The the victim, Mr. Blake tells a very inafternoon.
of it all the company to
were within sight
. o.i
with the Rio ladies are on their return to their teresting story, in which ho was
The elaborate dinner went alone aa others ,
Grande
mills
of this city.
nice as could be until tne time for 1)lttJu rt.gular cali at headquarters,
homes In Iajs Angeles, leaving to knocked in the head and disarmed
To
reporter
a
for The Evening Citi- night for the west. They were called wlilie attempting to arrest a man by
serving the ice cream arrived. A Thi8 wi), ,H,Illon8trate the boldness of
zen,
Mr. Bearrup said that he was to Las Cruces In response to a tele the name of "Haggle" Unes, an Indian
waiter stepped out on the rear porch
thieves.
satisfied with his trip. He re- graphic message
of the residence to get the Ice cream,! tieA civlI Ia'w
announcing the trader at the Jemez pueblo.
waa )n progress In well
eit
ports
a pleasant interview with Sam- death of their son and brother, Jeronly to find that it had vanished.
i ne uouiue started over
Mr.
a year
'Judge
and
Crawford's
court
reigned, for such an- - hf,n was a witness.
He drove to uel Oompers, of the American Fed- ome Martin, register of the United ago," said Mr. Blake, "when I arrested
of Labor, during which the States land office at Las Cruces, which one Miguel Mandzaval for stealing
dacity was scarcely believable. There
hitching the horse eration
rult , hj
plan of
was but one remedy, however, and outside.
with the various occurred several weeks ago, n arti- sheep. He was a member of the gang
that we to notify the maker, C. P. He was not detained long ami upon labor unions of the country as con- cle appearing In The Eveulug Citizen that got me this time. They stated
Schutt. a South Second street dealer, returning to where he left his horse ceived by Mr. Bearrup, was outlined at the time of his death.
at the time that they would get me.
W. E. Marti will go to Santa Fe to- and since I arrested
and have him duplicate the order. This and carriage was not a little aston-wa- s to the federation's president. Presisome Indians
Mr. Schutt called a tues- - lulled to find them missing.
doue.
He at dent. Oompers thought the plan an ex- morrow on some official
mat tern, there last week for killing deer, this
senger boy and the latter iiurried to first surmised that the horse had be-t- cellent one and assured Mr. Bearrup while his brother will continue east same gang has been trying to arouse
Kimpenich residence. As he ap- - come loose and wandered home. An that he would select a representative tonight.
tne Indians against me.
p roach ed the rear door the boy was investigation proved
this incorrect, to come to Albuquerque to investigate
Cattle Dying From "Creeps."
"This last trouble, however, startmore
fully
its
up
merits.
did
give
Mr.
kept
Klllson
but
by
Benjamin
requested
young
not
man who
a
met
C. Martin, as stated almve. ed over my attempt to arrest Mose
subse-porc- h.
The
on
right
Is
committee
Investigating
appointed
and
by
a stock raiser. He was Introduced Abouslenran, for whom I had a warhim to leave the cream on the rear
the
The boy smelled a rat, though, quently learned that two men were convention of miners to confer with at The Citizen office this morning, and rant, for conducting a gambling game
Mr.
Bearrup,
resembling
seen
driving
rig,
closely
reported
a
In
favorahly, Una general conversation, stated that without a license. This warrant was
and delivered his parcel to a servant
.the one belonging to him In the di- - cle Johnny said; "Out of the 1,400 a disease known as the "creeps," Is sworn to by me before Judge S. W.
at the kitchen door.
delegates
present,
of
Ellison
I
mountains.
rectlon
the
can count on playing haVoc with young cattle In Young, of the Bland precinct, and I
Just six quarts of the delicious
cream was the haul made by tne eul- - started In hot pursuit. All night long 1,300 as our agents," he sutd. "They his neighborhood, and he has lost by had been deputized as a constable to
suc-an- d
to
will
was
not
f'unfC
but
the trail
submit the proposition to their the disease quite a number. Mr. Mar- serve the paper. I had read the warprlts. They carried oft cans, packer.'1"
respective unions upon their return tin says, seemingly, the cattle are rant to Abouseleman and
all, much to the chagrin of Mr . cessfiil in overtaking the thieves,
was arI
foot
today
the
Iarly
he
reached
borne,
gchutt
the result of which will, in all first attacked by the disease In the ranging with him for his appearance
Sandia
mountains
there
of
and
Is'
probability be the selection of a com- forelegs and they fall, being unable In court, when 'Raggle' began berat'J?
the prevailing opinion that a
It
gang of boys with a keen appetite for fou,na, l'la norse- - The two men who mittee to come to Albuquerque and from lack of power In their limbs, to ing ine In the most vile language. I
uhi
,ar Y.en
th,erf
,be Investigate here in the same manner get up, and, In consequence, growing asked him whot he was calling names,
lea cream, took it upon themselves to
surmised
as the Farmers' union did before It sick Immediately, they soon die. Mr. and he said, 'you.'
Join in the festivities of the evening found, though. It
aware
at the Kempenlch residence, even if ?ou,,"
th?t thfy w?re bo,Ln assumed the trusteeship."
Martin says, however, he saved sev"I said, 'well, 1 11 Just arrest you,
This will require a little time, of eral of his younger cattle by bleeding too!' I took hold of his shoulder, and
they were not Invited guests. Sneak- course, but there is little probability them, or, in other words, opening the the trouble began. I was set upon by
lug the cream off the hack porch they
,JZ
now but what the million dollar mill Infected parts of the diseased limbs the whole gang. Unes
y 'nt
struck me on
L"f", ')r,)a.hillt.y.h,edw
Mr. Hlisc.n drove his property back Is a reality
and that the union la- and letting out the poisonous pus.
the head, and they took my gun away
Albuquerque,
tired,
it Is true, but borers of
together
States,
United
clean.
the
rrom
me, and not satisfied with that,
pleased over the success which at
with the Farmers' union, will goon be
the approach of the messenger Hoy tended his
I was taken before the Justice of the
efforts.
supplied with woolen, leather and M. S. OTERO'S
and tried to get hold of the second
peace at Canyon de Jeme and placed
cotton goods made In the Duke City.
consignment, and would have succeedMEMORIAL SERVICE under $1,000 bond, charged with ased had not the messenger tumbled LULL IN POLICE BUSINESS
sault with a deadly weapon. I was
"wise" to the game and refused to
ACCORDING TO DOCKET PUEBLO INDIANS' ATTORNEY
taken In custody to Bernalillo, where
Tomorrow morning at !t o'clock, Fred J. and Alfred Otero went my
obey the request of placing the cream
ARRIVES IN ALBUQUrRQUE
sharp, an anniversary service will be bond, securing my release."
on the porch.
held at the church of the Immaculate
An officer was on duty at the Kem- ARRESTS HAVE BEEN FIFTY LESS
Mr. Blake .finished his story by say
THIS MONTH THAN LAST, IT AP- TO LOOK AFTER INTERESTS OF Conception in memory of Hon. M. S. ing that
penlch house at the time the festivihe had the man for which
PEARS.
1,
1!)04.
Otero,
who
February
died
ties began, so it Is Inferred that the
GOVERNMENT'S
he had the warrant, placed under arCHARGES
famAll frlend3 and relatives of the
cream was "swiped" before 'nis arrest, and he gave bond.
SPEAKS OF THE JOINT STATE"There are moments when man
ily will attend the services, which will
rival. A search is being made for the wants
HOOD MOVEMENT.
Mandzaval, the member of the gang
be at home with his surgto
largo
impressive.
representation
A
be
cans and packer.
was arrested last year for stealing thoughts," is a familiar saying,
Judge A. J. Abbott, of Santa Fe, at- from the Knights of Columbus will be that
ing sheep, Jumped a $500 cash bond
and which,' according to the police torney for the Pueblo Indians In New present.
REGARDING THE RIGHT TO
before his case came to trial, and has
court docket has been the rule for the Mexico, and Clinton J. Crttudull, of
-not been heard of since, and from re'
past
month.
In
Fe
the
were
Indian
school,
Santa
SELL INDIANS WHISKEY
ports, the Jemez gang Is sufficiently
The number of arrests for January the city today to look after the In- WEST IS PLEAiED WITH
tough to warrant an Investigation by
have been about fifty less than In the terests of the Jemez Indians who were
THE APPOINTMENT
the territorial mounted police.
ATTORNEY MEDLER
GOES
TO preceding mouth. As a calm usually recently arrested, charged with the
8ANTA FE TO ARGUE CASE BE- precede a storm. Chief McMlllin's violation of the territorial game laws.
OF GEN. J. E. SMITH MYERS TO BE TRIED
FORE THE SUPREME COURT-INVOL- VES men are taking a breathing spell In
"When we arrived here," said Judge
preparation for a probable outbreak In Abbott, "we found that the Indians
PUEBtOS ONLY.
near future.
had been taken to Bernalillo. I un- NEW GOVERNOR
UME3 EDMUNDS ACT
GENERAL
OF
E. L. Medler, assistant'- - United the
derstand that they pleaded guilty to
HAS BRILLIANT
PHILIPPINES
States attorney, went to Santa Fe to- COMMITTEES APPOINTED FOR
the charge. We will gather all data
A
RECORD
CALIFORNIA
AS
day to appear before the supreme
AND IF NOT GUILTY WILL THEN
that we can here and determiue our
AND 8TATESMAN.
SOLDIER
court in argument as to whether or
BE TRIED ON BIGAMY CHARGE-WI- LL
GOV. IUGERMWS RECEPTION future actions from what we learn.
not it is a crime to give or sell whisHAVE HEARING SATUR
We will leave tomorrow morning, but
.11.
Gen
San Francisco. Cal., Jan.
key to a Pueblo Indian .in the terriDAY.
I
whether
or
for
Fe
Bernalillo
Santa
aseral James P. Smith, who will
WHICH WILL TAKE PLACE FEB- can't say as yet."
tory of New Mexico.
'
mime tne duties or tscivern r general , John Maus, nr Myers, who was
PERSONNEL OF THE
in particular is, that of the RUARY 1
Speak'ing
joint
statehood
of
the
of the 'Philippines
iiton the retire- taken Into custody by the police yes
COMMITTEES GUARANTEES A movement. Judge Abbott said:
United States vs. Benito Mares ,ei.
ment of Henry C. Ide, now acting in terday afternoon, on complaint of
;
SUCCESS.
al., for selling whiskey to certain In"I feel sure the bill will pass. I that
capacity, vice Luke E. Wright. Mary Myers, of Cincinnati, Ohio, who
dians of the Taos pueblo. The defend
At last night's meeting of the di- also believe that If the matter was Is a soldier of whom .California has claims that Myers, as It Is now known
ants wore once before broitght to trial' rectors
people of Santa Fe and reason to be proud, and much gratifi- Is
of the Commercial club, all left to thecounty,
his real name, is the husband
on the charge but the jury disagreed,
Santa Fe
the majority would
whereupon the court later quashed preliminary arrangements for the en- vote for Joint statehood, in spite of cation over his appointment Is felt who deserted her ami tils two little
of Governor Hagerman
in general.
sons in Cincinnati about two and onethe case against the defendants upon tertainment
of some newspapers In throughout the west
were completed. Committees on re- the statement
General Smith will become governor half years ago to elope with a friend
Nearly
county
the ground that Pueblo Indians were ception,
contrary.
to
the
that
decoration and music, enter- all federal officers in Santa Fe are for general on the ret in ment of Ide on or the family. Rose Weil, with whom
citizens or the territory and that a
were
tainment
and arrangements
United States conn had rulea that elected,
and the popular opinion of the first of next June. He served In he has been living In this citv since
meet at the call of their Jointure
his arrival here more than two years
taere was no law under which to pros- respectiveto chairmen,
majority
the
of Santa Fe citizens is
as follows:
ago, as bis lawful wife, and by whom
In favor of the joint statehood bill."
ecute an Individual for selling liquor
Executive Committee W. S. Hope
he Is the father of two little children,
to Indians who had drawn their alC. E.
Newcomer, W. S. Strickhas been released ort bond In the
lotment oC land, or who were not un- well,
A
NOT
MILLIONAIRE
M. W. Flotirnoy, O. N.
sum of $500, as has also the woman,
der direct government supervision, ler,
Hesselden, O. L.
Rose Well, who was arrested at the
and that therefore the attorney for Noa Ilt'eld, Wallace
BY MANY DOLLARS
snd J. C. Baldrldge.
same time, charged with a statutory
the government had no right to pros- Brooks
Committee on Reception The regcrime.
ecute.
A letter received from N. 13. Frankreception committee of the club,
Myers, not Mier, has been charged
However, as this ruling was made ular
lin,
O'Rielly,
president
the
National
chairman;
consisting
First
of
H.
of
J.
by the wife be Is alleged to have de
by a Kansas court, and at Attorney
bank of Deadwood, S. !., by the First
serted, with smashing the seventh
Medler holds that there is a vast dif- Ivan Grunsfeld, W. H. Greer, Maynard
addi- National bank, ot this cuy, relative
coniiiiandmtriif, and under the Ed
ference In the laws relating to state Gunstil, W. P. Metcalf,forwith the
uay
here- a lew
to
death
the
occasion
committee
the
tion
of
the
munds ai t, should ha be found guilty
and territorial government, the case
ago, of D. 11. VaUhtin, fuil particulars
following
Messrs.
members:
of
the
be would face a sentence of not more
In question has no relation to the Kan
pubiitiied
which
the
were
time
at
oi
Albright,
L.
V.
H.
George
Chamber
than three years In the penitentiary.
sas case. The outcome of the argu- CitiEvening
columns
in
of
the
The
It was thought best to arraign My
,
ment bef'ore the supreme court of the'"?.
states that Vaughn was not as
,
...
Mt. i.iitir,iwavci,
.....1
...t.u
...til I,
ers on an adultery charge, as it would
u'hl"cu v,,...,kO. zen,
was
as
wealthy
supposed,
at
first
his
W.
S.
Kent,
fold,
F.
H.
T.
Hubbell,
be more easy to prove him guilty of
tntflmci l.v all thinly livfna- In nlnua
wealth, according to the letter, being
this than it would of bigamy, for at
nriYilll1tv t InHinn niiuMnK au inn HO le. O. W, Harrison, Louis Ilfeld placed in the neighborhood of $3,000.
Lut'hy,
A. J. Maloy,
A.
A.
Keen,
F.
J.
present there is no proof to show that
whiskey trade has been found a great
However, the fact remains that
K. Neher, R. E. Putney, H, F. Ray- .Myers has been married to the woman
source of revenue to those who have G.
Vaughn, who the writer of the letter
E- s- - Stover, J. H.
nold8- J,,llus Staal'wim whom he has been living the
mm
anrl n with-- '
embarked in the busl nes'
states was known in Dead wood as "a
i in
:
J. F Pearce J B. Herndon, D. sort
past two years.
drawal of the right
sell quor to Wroth.
of surly and miserly disposition,
B.
H.
T.
N.
Wllkersou.
Weinman,
In the event that
he should be
the Indians would be strongly felt In Welller. C. K. Durbln, R. W. Hopkins, although a very nonest and straight the Philippines as .lone of the First
several places in the territory.
had among nis effects California regimen i of voluntary lu- - found not guilty of the present charge,
H. F. Lee, J. J. Sheridan, D. Welller, forward fellow, showing
by proving that he has been married
au income fantry,
memorandum
S. Benjamin and S. Welller.
was made niilitary governor to wife No. 2, then he will be re-a- r
$2,iuo,
amounting
a
to
total
almost
of
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of
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nd
or
Negros
October
in 189H.
Committee on Decoration and
rested, charged with bigamy. Myers
what source this income was
was appointed absolutely refuses to make a state
sic E. L. Washburn, chairman; Jay but from
the following year
here.
DUCK HUNTING TRIP A. Hubbs, W. H. Hahn, D. S. Rosen-wald- , derived is not known
1899
April.
In
ment to the police or newspapers, and
At the time Vaughn starved him collector of custom
he grade of brig- the woman, Rose Weil, obeying the
O. W. Stubbs, J. B. Downey, M. self to death in this city, as a result he was appointed t
n
gen-lW.
'
brigadier
Hadden.
REPORTED THAT FOWLS GAVE O. Chadbourne and R.
by Myers, to
In adler general and
of hU meager daily diet, he
instructions given
The good hard cash $145 in silverhad and eral or volunteer,
June, 1901, he "hoi, maul. Is doingherlikewise.
Committee on Entertainment
HUNTERS THE LAUGH AND
of
committee
regular entertainment
FISH WERE KILLED.
Owing to the absence of Assistant
oank notes, in a wallet in his pocket. resigned as brigadi. general and col
lector of customs an accepted the ap United States Attorney Medler,
the club, consisting of the following
who
Bernalill i Bearrup and Harry Fluke members:
polntrnent of assoi ,i e Justice of the Is in Santa Fe, the preliminary hear
S. Pkkard, E. J. Alger,
have retruned from a hunting, trip. I eon Hertzog, D. A. Macpherson and SERVICES FOK 1 HE DEDICA.
supreme court of
Philippines, and ing or the two was continued until
If reports from the north end of town V. H. Newman.
TION OE HOLDEN MISSION on January 1, in.;. nas appointed a Sat unlay morning at 10 o'clock, at
are authentic, then the aim of the Committee on Arrangements Geo.
commission, wlihii time It Is
member of the phi
the pair
was
bad,
brave hunters
for the ducks Arnot, chairman; W. B. Childers, J.
was made secre- will waive their iiredlfted
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preliminary, as If
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inBorradalle, F. W. Clancy, F. A. Hubtion.
public
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to be Myers' plan to tire out
ROAD AND SEVENTH STREET.
they flew away, and several fish, it is bell Frank McKee, Solomon
I. una.
tin- little w- iiian who has followed him
said, rose to tne surface of tne Klo W. E. Dame and B. H. Biiggs.
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CAPITALIVIi HtRE
from
to gain restitution
Grande with lead in their scales, to
Prayer meting, to bo followed by a
or revenge, for being discarded.
float lifeless down the stream.
supper at the home of Mrs. Abel, the
SAYS NEW MEXICO COAL
Mis. Mary Myers, the original wife,
:'ii, and .Inlm S
John Becker,
"Flukle" intends to have the barrel
.supper to bo served under the man
ilena, cutiie in h.meviT, lias taken rooms in the city,
of his gun straightened out, but BerLANDS ARE ATTRACTIVE agement of Mrs. ituehl and Mrs. Wiu- - Mactavish, of M.i
that she will remain to
from the south H. morning to meet in
nalillo thinks it would be more profitasor,
tlip man who deserted her
ut
ii
All three geiitW'-:Col. A. M. Black in.
ble for them lKjth to invest in some JOHN B. HARPER TALKS OF THE
Friday. 7 p. m. Boys' rally.
men are IntejvM'
the Becker-o- f an.! her little boys.
Saturday, 2 p. m. Girls' rally.
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Sunday
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By Benjamin Fiske Barrett.
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Mr. Blackwell
John B. Harper, superintendent of sermon by Rev. R. I.. Kelley, acting will return
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to St.
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TRAFFIC AT GALLUP irrigation for the Pueblo Indians in pastor of the First Baptist church.
he is the seuim member of tlie
Tuesday, 7:30 p. m. Public wor- Btackwell-Weilaitine cloth.)
the southwest, arrived in the city last
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Hook and Sia-i'- e
evening from his headquarters at Du ship, with a sermon by Rov. N. W. tlonery company
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a
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9 cents postage for mailing.
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POLICE COURT
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Frist National ba
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some
time
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M. C. Puffy pleaded guilty in police also of the Firs' National bank of
Nature of Heaven Character of
The coupling held, and as a conse- extremely cold weather and
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quence the rail lengths of the main
Scripture
yet
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not
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led oil the local The Sine Way to Heaven Practical
and was given five days by Judge on business, and
track was turned aud the engine de- erations
probability
would not be re Crawford In which to sober up.
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bankers today
of This Disclosure En-- :
railed, blocking traffic on the main and
sumed before spring, but that with fa
r ii tn ni in Heaven, and What De-- j
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World
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for a
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Heaven Thre Three
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on
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leen purchesed by the Southern Pa
BASKET BALL.
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in Heaven
Consociation ot
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South
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be Arg :s With Men.
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Address,
any hour cf the
promptly
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Mlbert F&ber
Furniture,

Carpets and Draperies

he

v".

T. Y. Maynacl

a

JEWELER
AND'

"""fnth

"I

ENGRAVER

"r:Llul",to

0
119

SOUTH SECOND STREET

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

MISSION
I.ati-s- t

FURNITURE

Designs Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE CRAFTERS
Ladles' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks, Hat
Racks. Hall Trees, Library and rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cabinets and Rockers.

'

The McBrian Furniture Co. j
WE ARE SELLING

Bent's Insect Desfroyer, the best bue and Insect detrnvei- - mri
tt u
harmless u human beings, but death to all insects. 35c Per Bottle.
SOLD

'

The-.cas-

B.

4

e

IT.

First St.

ONLY BY US.

BRK3GS

&

.

COMPANY

1K01'S. ALVAKADO PHARMACY
and Gold Ave.

Phn.

Both

We carry a complete stock of
motors for alternating and direct
currents.
HOUSE WIRING

eZr-l--

A

SPECIALTY.

Electric, Gas & Combination

D

Fixtures

Ma-rron-,

--

.

1

Southwestern
Electric &
I0H.-P-

b'
-

I

sec-ni-

-

1.--

Street

oooooooooo oooooooooo
THE

v.

-

Co.

Agents (leneral Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

-

L

Construction

6. E. Induction Motor

219 South Second

I

SEV-ERA-

.

V

NEW
ANTONIO

HOME

,
q

YORK

GROWN

Special Sales Every Saturday.

oooooooooo
Albuquerque

0
a

FAIR

ARMIJO, Prop.

PURE

I

CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

0OO0

I

a
3

Third Street

2

Machine Works 91
MALL. Proprietor
a
Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;

Foundry and
f- -

Iron and Brass Castings;

aaftlan.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front
for
Buildings.
i
ftpalrm on Mining mnd Will Machinery a Specialty
Albuq.iiero.ae, M. M.
q Foundry east side of railroad track.

i$'f'

0

i9
1

0

t

I
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STEAM

CARPET

CLEANING

THE CELEBRATED

THORNTON The' Cleaner
Cleans everything.
He is the
.Man.
Moving, pack
ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
tne business. There fa no oth
Thornton. That's all. A
erJust
Both 'phones.
A

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

v.--

i

i

t

j

-

v i

i

oi

i

:

th-o-

111

n

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

Bottled in Bond.

STAGE LINE

Carries the Unite,! SttA
mii- only line with a change of stock en
vine; b'ku rigs, norses ana drivers;'
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
U. BLOCK, Proprietor. Perea. N. M.

TheGeoJ.StaggCo.
Distillers,
FRANKFORT. KT.

MELINI
Bed

Crown Studio

Albuquerque, N. M.
Antomatlo Phone,

OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
iir.'i West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

Albuquerque

.

199.

Novelty

Works

F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor

J

e

& EAKIN
Agent.

'
Dr. White, the WasMibgfon dentist,
321 8outh Second 8treet
has signed a Htotj cutract with the
Just received, large slupment ot
Chicago White Sox.
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Tribune Bicycles.
Repairing of alt
Tiy a Cin.eu want ad.
kinds. Berore buying give ua a call.
'
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WHAT WILL CURE THIS GIRL, DYING OF THE HICCOUGHS
Cleveland, O., Jan.

81.

Miss Jennie

Ifiycar-ol-

GRAVE IN KANSAS CITY
Such is Fate of James Cal
houn Once Governor of

girl,
dying at her home, 83 Orange avenue,
of hiccoughs.
For nearly a year she has suffered
Intermittently with hlccoughB, but recently she was so severely attacked
hr them that she was put under the
Influence of morphine to alleviate her
suffering.
Medical science Is baffled by her
strange attack. In one day fifteen
different doctors visited her, but they
could not agree as to the cause of the
niccoughs. Morphine Is the only drug
that will give her relief, and when
she conies from under the Influence
her condition Is more aggravated than
vver.
An attendant Is constantly by the
young woman's side, with her nana
nressed tlehtly against Miss Lupy's
chest to lessen the awful wrenching
that accompanies the hiccoughing.
Over 136 letters were received
of three days from people suggesting remedies. Several of the suggestions were followed but they failed
to btlng relief.
All the physicians who have visited
the young woman declare she cannot
live long unless the hiccoughing

Iipy. a boauiirul

LIES IN PAUPER'S

1

New Mexico.
HAS

A VERY

STRANGE

WEDNESDAY,
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luminous way,
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Between the Great 8outhwet and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island 'System

irritated walls of the

atomach and
xno Kaairic lollicies
BO
Hirt?nKii-i'that they will pour out their dally sup- Tho rKn.nliiH of James Calhoun, first ntir nf ri1l7Pt va material a with omi.
governor of New Mexico under the larity.
The nthe headaches, sleep
organic net, lie In a paupers gruvu m lessness, apecka before the eyea. poor
fin MiHHiinri.
Dr. W. L. Campbell, vlco president ness will disappear, and you can eat
of the Missouri Historical society, is wuni you waui hi any lime you line.
.TllHt nnu llttlA tohlcvf s,t ft a. RO.
in Santa Fe, and talks interestingly of
thn nfTair Dr. CauiDbell Is at the ter - cent box before meals, for a few days
seritorial capital on account of the
ana you win soon regain poneci neaun
vur.i I ham (it HIS HUH. Jl.mil. UUl on ami RireiiKin, ana nave no tear or in- for
hla inn fa lint niraln. will leave
Aalcl
dlirentlnn nr alnmarli 4rnur.lA
home at once. In speaking ot uover 13. H. O'KIelly ft Co. to show you the
nnr f nttwuin he HaVS:
guarantee unuer wnicn tney sen tnisi
"Pnnnihiir few neonle In New Mexico
Inns ihni It,,, remains nf one of their renieuy.
governors, James Calhoun, lie in a
Tlr Frajllr Rioallno
whrt IlimnoH
pauper's grave, or tne queer reasons fnim tha ftrnnlrlvn foam laat npannn
for this state or anairs.
tn the Indenendenta la trvlns- tn natch
tte Funeral.
n n a npjiro with lThliptla an that he
was
first
the
r'nihoun
can sign with Columbus in the Amer
and
organic
act
executive under the
ican Association. The doctor became
1851
when
1852.
to
hntd th nfficn from
sore when & few dollars were taken
he died. He was given a state funeral from lils pay check by the Brooklyn
'
The
and all thn honors bestowed.
management.
body was prepared for shipment to
his eastern home. When the remains
MEN AND WOMEN.
reached Kansas City they were not in
Cm BIi fl for unnatural
VUHa
A
iritnA condition, an the art of embalm
rnua Inflammallnna
4.n.
mim.
flurulpf
or ulcerattooa
MISS JENNIE LUPY.
as
Irritnttooa
well
practiced
as
then
ing was not
erases.
f mucom membrane.
found
was
consequence
It
now. As a
PsitnlMd, and not Mtrlo
HfEVtNSCHeMICtlCD.
gnt or oiMtnoui.
necessary to bury the body in the old
OINC1MNTI.O .F?T
TrsTftTUtA.
Mold
Corrlgan tried his usual tactics of
cemetery there, the steamboat com
nr swnt ir nltiin wrtntwr.
3m.,,
pany retuslng to accept It.
taking everything In sight and blocked
SI W it 9 t.ottl't li 70.
"Thla rpmeterv had been used dur
all efforts to bring peace to the CresMOST ANYTHING
Cir. uliir vat on rwiuaati
VrCai
:
ing the cholera epidemic and one of
cent City tracks.
O
th nnlv available nlacea for Ihe burial
was on a slope on the side near the
Billy Nolan has rubbed a little more
slave burying ground,
salt into the raw wounds on Jimmy
A WORD FROM JOSH WISE.
"in 1 fi7 interments In the cemetery
Britt s pride. He says that if Britt
befighters
For a number of
were prohibited.
takes on any mixed ale
years the bodies remained unnisiuru-ed- .
Kid Herman has posted $.'00 to fore next April, Nelson will not be
BRANCI1...
Mayor Shelley then turned the ...SANTA
bind the match with Aurelia Herrera.
iit,i tn fieht thp
m clash before the Pacific This is a Noland Roland for a Britt
nmnitri. into she pv nnrK. i lie pro
Th i,nv
perty was high above the street level
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O
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a
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were exposed
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Westbound.
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be
better
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home,
at
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contract with Boston. "That dis- phenomenal.
intermediate points.
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entries the man fromfigsouthern
During November, thirty-fivposes of the story that Collins or I
Illinois who
At Alamosa, for Denver, iniebio and
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are recorded, representing 5.CU0 acres. waa ninUlncr lila first vlalt In flilAflcrn
would have to get out of the Boston
Intermediate points, via either the
tellthlrty-slin
Taylor,
entries
December,
President
During
club," said
"Yes," replied the honest citizen of
standard gauge line via La veta Pass
New York, Jan. 31 A graceful old or
deducted 5,760 acres from the public Chcnsn
ing of the deal.
'a prpnt mnnv a crrAat
the narrow gauge via Sallda, makn
up to last Monday morn- many. We have a population of $2,000,- - fashion Is being vigorously revived ing the entire trip In daylight and
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more
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more.
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Call and Get the Midninht Train.
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other
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in the near future.
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the midnight train, which
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a
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short
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new country, which, a
his contract last week
who weeks ago, was practically unknown jasper (Aio.) citizen.
RAILROAD TIME TABLE
the only player 1n the country
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of
to the world. The class of citizens
does not add at the bottom
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Alhnnnorritini

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair cars and coaches. For ar.y trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING
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RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE
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' 'Scenic Line of the World"

SPORTING...

...BREVITIES

R. STILES
Gen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.
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General Agent.
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Communication Made Easy

Victims

Steps Should

JANUARY

Shortest and quickest lln
frsm
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Donver and Pueblo with
It lines oast and west. Tlmo as quick
and rates as low as by other llflea,

D.5R.G. system
rt

10905

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR

CARS.
On all through

tralna. No tlrooomo
delays at any station.

For Illustrated advortlalng matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. fVM Santa Fe, New Mex.

nv-ain-n

Santa Fe Central Railway System

1 LI

e

SUNSHINE

x

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast paasenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
of the World.
.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,

,

and Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver St Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island fc Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
g. B. GRIM SHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J. P. LYNO.
a. K GRIMSHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Fit. and Pass. Agt
uencnAL OFFICES
8ANTA FE, N.

0
0
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Cheap Rate to

li:u

California

I

Callfornlans raise gold they don't mind much how. An easier way
has been found than that. It Is now obtained by farming. The alchemy
or nature converts the oranges, lemons, olives, grapes, wheat, alfalfa
and other products of the soil Into good clothes, comfortable residences,
and assuring bank accounts. 'Tls being done every day in California.
Wouldn't It pay you to Inquire Into this? Better yet, why not go there?

ONLY

.

!.--

-
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oy-ster-

tlssue-buildln-

From Albuquerque to almost all points in California and to many places
Arizona. Liberal stop over privileges.
On sale dally. February 15 to April 7, 1906. Tourist sleepers dally
on fast trains. Harvey meals.
T. E. PURDY, Agent,
For particulars, apply to
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
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SMOKE

9

Rich and fragrant

your country

Flaw-h-

CSmtlllo

HAVANA CIGARS
Sold by all Dealer

help settle
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j

The St. Elmo
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BARNETT,

Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad Avcnoe

Finest Wilis kies
Wines, Brandies.Etc.
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Br. Kins' s
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Thos. F. Keleher

PAINTS,

VARNISHES
BRUSHES.

OILS,

AM

Saddles, Lai
Harness,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides anr
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Pelts.
17, N. T. Armljo Building.
Room
K)9
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
Indigestion Overcame.
Indigentiou is easily overcome by th
W. L. TPIMBLE & CO.
use of Kdol Dyspepsia Cure, tiecause
SALE FEED AND TRANSLIVERY,
digests
remedy
this
what you eat and
gives the stomach a rest allows It to
FER STABLES
recuperate aud grow strong again
Kodol relieves Indigestion, Belching o Horses and Mules bought and exCias, Sour Stomach,
etc.,
changee
anil enables the digestive organs to
IV THE CITT
BEST
TURNOUT8
of
transform all foods into the kind
Second street, between Railroad and
rich red blood that makes health and
Coppr avmuea.
strength. Sold by all druggists.

leather.

Robea,

WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

ALHUQUEKUUK
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killed, while Engineer Oeorge Plumb
was seriously hurt.
The train was a double-heler, one
of the engines being the il! fated
No. 473. which has several times been
In accidents of this
Among
kind.
railroad men It Is well known that the
engines of the 400 class ara liable to
explode, owing to the peculiar construction of their boilers. The same
engine killed a fireman at Florence.
Kan., and also dropped a crown Ehee'
at Walton station not long ago. Im
mediately after the explosion occurred, killing the fireman and the
head brakeman, who was riding !n'.ie
cab, and wounding the engineer, the
other engine snipped herself and the
other fireman was killed.
All the men concerned In the affair
were new employes and young men.
Sheldon and llibson had been in the
employ of the company only a few
months, coming to Newton from the
'Frisco system. Nicodemus was discharged from the regular army only
a few months bko and had been running as a brakeman a short time. He
is a brother of C. W. Nicodemus, a
second-hanstore keeper of Newton,
Kan. His mother also lives in Newton. He was not married, nor were
the firemen who were killed. None
of the men were well known among
Santa Fe railroaders.
The engineer
had only recently been hired by the
Santa Fe.

REAL BEAUTY
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unsurpassed quality are
the features In our mammota
emporium, which,
furniture
coupled with ft low price,
makes a plenslng combination to the eye as well as the
potketbook, and appeals to
the artistic and economical
alike. See out line of dining
room sets, all prices; pictures in new and original designs, with frames finished
to match the furniture. Mall
orders solicited.
J. D. EMMONS,
and- -
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COR. COAI, AVB. & 2D ST.
A A
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viauuci,
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FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES

HOSTETTER'S
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James Kurn, superintendent of the
Rio Grande division of the Santa Fe,
accompanied by his wife, arrived In
his private car last night. He will remain In the city several days on rail-- !
road business. ,.
m
'
f.
It Is expected now that by March
trains will be runnlg over the Santa
Fe cut-of- f
from Belen to Eprls, the
Rock Island crossing. Traffic Is now
Kssible as far as bridge No. 4. in,
Abo canyon, and there are yet three
bridges to be built in the canyon, but
they are not as birge as th:se already
The grading is finished,
constructed.
the entire distance from Belen to
Willard. but the completion is delay-- '
ed by the lack of steel, the supply of;
which was cut short by the closing
of a. steel mill.

'

..

Brown Is engaged in figuring on the
cost of construction of frame, stone
and cement buildings with a view of
bidding for the contract for the construction of the station houses which
will be built on the cut-of- f
between
neien ana lexico. in speithing or uie
pians upon wmcn me uepois are 10 pe,
built. Mr. Brown said that the Santa
F
.unWent tvle
.ntmniatcH
wall

'
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Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

and Marquette.

the only medicine you need, to cure
Poor Appetite, Flatulency, Heartburn,
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Chills, Coios,
Grippe, Costivenesa or Biliousness.
DECISION RENDERED
POPE DECLINES TOGRANT
IMPORTANT
IN
INJUNCTION
HONDO PROJECT CASE.
Judge William H. Pope of the Fifth
judicial district. In a decision announced Monday, declined to grant the
Injunction to restrain the United
States reclamation service from proceeding with the use of machinery and
materials purchased by the government from the Taylor-Moor- e
Construction company, contractors on the Rio
Hondo dam and reservoir system.
The court gave as its opinion that
the Injunction could not be issued ac
cording to law until after the case
had been heard and Judged on its
merits. The petition asking for the
Injunction was filed last Tuesday by
W. A. Dunn, a Roswell attorney, and
U. S. Bateman.
The cases in question are entitled
The Roswell National bank, vs. The
Taylor-MoorConstruction company
and W. P. Lewis, vs. the same company. The complainants
re creditors
of the construction company, it Is asserted, to the extent of $15,000 and
$5,000 respectively.
The construction
company had a contract to work on
the Rio Hondo project, but failed, and
the government bought Its machinery
and supplies on hand. The creditors
at once began proceedings to secure
a settlement of the claims by the government.
The matter was argued to some extent before Judge Pope Tuesday, but
he said that he preferred to go deeper
into details before granting an In
junction.
The Rio Hondo project Is an affair
of great Interest to Roswell and, In
fact, the entire territory.. It has for
Its object the reclamation of thousands of a'res southwest and adjoining Roswell. Should no further delays occur, it Is expected to have the
system completed this year, and some
water ready for the use of fanners before the summer passes.
JUDGE

FIRST FIVE

HAVE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

C. GRANNIS,
Prop,
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Albuquerque,
New
Mexico.

S

CATARRH

FOUND AT LAST

PIONEER BAKERY

SIMON

BALLING,

Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque
Established In 1882

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wKh which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to ui
and we will straighten them oat for you.

Jas. Heekin & Co.'a Coffees,
boden'i Granite Flour,

Im
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"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS?
Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor of a fine horse or
team see to It that their equipment Is

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

Hllliboro

Creamery Butter
Earth.

Best on

keeping with their worth. We have
a reputation for turning out harness
which bears critical Inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation.
As to the
latter, we will be glad to quote you
cost any time you ask It. Please ask.
In

Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
tl4 South Becond Street.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at .1.
Maldrldge's
yard.

o

ALBUQUERQUtfcARRlAGE

TOTI A OR API
Dealers la Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wlnea, Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealers tn
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Clgara and Tobacco, and
II Kinds or Fresh Mam
800 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
ington Avenue. AJjBUQUERTJB.N.
M

JOHNSON

"IXlg3"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

F. C. RRATT &fCO.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods

A. D.

YOU GOT ONE?

The 19oti World Almanac uud Ency
clopedia Is a tabloid library of refer- ence. It. fits the pocket both in size
and price and there Is more solid fact
and figure in its t80 paites tlnn in a
whole shelf full of costly encyclopedias. That Is why the voluminous
publications are "shelved." The Al- manae buyer carries his reference II- nrary 111 ins p.icixei. 11 is a peoples
book" for the man who cannot afford
11 library
display and for the man who
can afford it, but wants practical
kuottleilKU qlllehl.v. It Is liol written
beyond the understanding of any man.
To se elt is to buy It! It is Ita own
It. Is th e most
advertisement!
ve agent for the dlsseminat ion of
quick and practical knowledge ever
presented to the public
A Citizen want ad will get the business. Try one.

n

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

CO.
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Bgtlding SgppUes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

BAIN

SKBf.
VL

WAGONS
jJ.Korber&Co.
WHOLESALE
and RETAIL

WJlfV-- "-

dft-

-

Albuquerque. N. M,

Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
and supplies and horse-powe- r
pumping outfits.
Automatic
'Phone, 308.
Colorado

HAND IN HAND
(Jo

plumbing and good health.
Wo attend to sanitary plumbing and
yours will be tho good health. Nor
do we charge much more than you'd
have to pay for
work. Your interests
as
well aa ours conserved by seeing us.

Red 131.

N. PEACH & CO.
miunings win ue unuorra in size, ex-- .
cepiing in two or tnree instances,
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
where larger buildings will be needed.
Automatic "phone, 635. Office, 208 H
These places will be Belen, Willard
West Gold Avenue.
and Texico, the latter place receiv
ing the largest one. Between twelve
D.
U1(1
eighteen demits will be erected
between Belen and Texico. The
INSURANCE, REAL, ESTATE-NOTA- RY
per number of them will be 40x60 feet,
PUBLIC.
with M'ultlticr rrinitla tn DAph oml
Room C, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
of
office
on
lavatories
side
WILL
either
Telephone,
and
EMPLOYES
Automatic
SANTA FE
174.
the middle of the building, very simi
3COOXXDOCOOOCCOOCODOCCOOJ
BE GIVEN A LECTURE lar to the local station, excepting that
in no place has provision been made
WE GIVE
You best satisfaction
BY
MRS. J. B. SHERWfiOD, OF for baggage and United States mail
In
mill
rooms
local
station.
like
the
CHICAGO, ON "THE GREAT CIT-IEwork.
One of the larger places mentioned
OF THE OLD WORLD," SATALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
is to have a small freight house built
URDAY EVENING.
near the depot,
oocoooooococxxxxxxxxooooo
Mrs. J. B. Sherwood, chairman oi
OOOCKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
the art committee of the Federation THREE KILLED IN
Carrllloa
Amarlcan Block
of Women's clubs in Chicago, will on
Saturday evening, February 3, in the
ENGINE EXPLOSION
reading rooms of the Santa Fe in this
city, deliver her famous lecture, "The
Perfection Attained.
Oreat Cities of the Old World," for WHICH OCCURRED ON THE SANTA
i euection can only be attained in the
NEAR
OFFERLE,
FE
THE
KAN,
years
of
made
social
which she has
physical by allowing Nature to approThis Remedy Is a Specific, '
OTHER NIGHT,
study of tue cities of Europe and the
priate and not dissipate her own reSure to Give Satisfaction.
ascerby,
gone
days
works of art of
sources. Cathartics gripe, weaken
OIVKS RELIEF AT ONCE.
The explosion of an engine at
taining hoWthe inhabitants of the old
dissipate, while DeWitfs Little Eearly It cleanses, soothes,
COKE
MILL WOOD
kesU, and protects thfli
a small station
this side of Kisers simply expel all putrid matter ;
world worked, lived and worshiped.
1
flu nrrli ...t
membrane,
Aiiva
Dodge
in
the
City,
folKan.,
Sunday
night,
The lecture will be delivered
KINDLING
u.iu uire, uius uuuwiug me liver io as-- drives away a Cold iu the Head cmiokly.
by another
evening, and all employes of the Santa lowed quickly
engine sume normal activity, Good for the Restore the Rensee
of Tiwte and SmeU.
Fe, their families and friends, and the stripping herself, was the cause of complexion. W. H. How,
Houston
to use. Contains no injuri.us drugs,
cora
three deaths and the serious oiind-lng Tex., says: "For years I have used Easy
public at large, are extended
Applied into the nostrils and absorbed.
of a fourth person. Fireman F. N. Mttle Early Riser Pills in my family IurRe Hii, 50 eeuta nt Druggists or by
dial invitation to be present and hear
this most Interesting lecture, which Sheldon and Frank Gibson and Brake-ma- No better nlll can be used for const! nmili Triul KiM m
m.
u - n,il
DOTH 'PHONES
i
George Nicodemus were the men j patlon." Sold by all druggists.
will be gratis.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warres SL, Msw
lar-dow-
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RAILROAD TOPICS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

rCED STABLE

Corner Second

STOMACH BITTERS

e

about it.
The freak rate keeps them from competing with the Standard Oil Co.
'
in the western field.
The ihuslciil chuckle you hear is H. H. Rogers Ignoring a question put
by the attcrney general of Missouri.
Doubtless there is a funny bone in bis "system."

Moat Market

H

e

Look at the tank full of oil.
You will agree that oil is oil. whether is it coming or going.
However, that doesn't go with the railroads.
They refuse to reason like you do.
They'll take your oil frsm Kansas City to St. Louis for 17 rents per 100
pounds. Cut won't take It back to Kansas City under 22 cents.
It is amusing to see the Independent oil dealers of St. Louis complain

THIRD STREET

CHANGE

LIVERY

MONTHS
OF PRESENT FISCAL
YEAR STRENGTHEN HOPE FOR
A 5 PER CENT DIVIDEND ON
COMMON STOCK.

With the proceeds of more than
half the fiscal year figured up, and
the prospects for the remaining half
"as good as wheat In the mill," the
earnings of the Santa Fe railroad up
to June 30, next, will show the most
satisfactory increase of any year in
the history of the company, and
of a 5 per cent dividend rate
may not be far wide of the mnrk.
This increase is In spite of the fact
that some of the expenses of the last
fiscal year had to be figured in the
expense of this year for the reason
that certain repairs started uefore
June 30 last were not finished or
nearly finished on that date. For In'
stance, the floods of last spring along
the Santa Fe will be remembered by
tourists mostly with reference to delays and scarcity of square meals; on
the Santa Fe's books they are represented by $2,000,000 to the bourne from
whence no filthy lucre e'er returns.
Even that did not represent the total
loss, as the necessary transfer of a
large amount of the company's business to other lines while temporary
repairs were being made Is on the
books for many other thousands of
variety. The
dollars of the never-mor$2.0o0,tion were expended entirely on
rebuilding, and this year's accounts
carry a. part of the expense.
For the first five months of the
gains have been
fiscal year large
shown in both net and gross earnings,
as well as surplus over taxes and ren
tals. So far the largest month's gross
was that or August, totaling 15,967,-03and the smallest, Jnly, $5,684,913.
The largest month's net was Novem- lPr $2,888,182. and the smallest. July.
$1,932,146. The total gross earnings
30 last, was $31,813
t0 November
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The five months' surplus over taxes
and rentals was $11,304,163, as compared with $9,397,154. The operating
ratio was much less during that period
than in the same period of the preceding year.
All this makes it look as ihouui
common stock might get a 5 per cent
dividend, but two factors are against
it three, probaldy. The earnings for
the year ending last June entitled the
common to 5.92 per cent dividends.
but it didn't get it. "Lean" years, if
not further flood damage, must be
provide for, and finally, the management of the Santa Fe is noted for its
conservatism. Still, with the optimistic views of Assistant Passenger Traf- tic Manager Byrne, for heavier overland travel and the big Shrlners' con-vention to further verify the belief,
Paclfis coast holders of Santa Fe com
mon have hopes.
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BREAK ALL RECORDS
THE

CITIZEN.

Is all we nsk In order to demonstrate
the wonderful merit of Hostetter'a All
Kinds of Frssh and Salt Meats.
Stomach Bitters In cases of Stomach,
Steam Sausage Factory,
Liver or uowel disorders. You'll be
agreeably surprised and wonder why Masonic EMIS KLEINWORT,
Building, North Third StreeL
you suffered so long when the me li
cine to cure you was within your xxxrxxxxxTxxxz
xx xxxxxxx x
reach.
m LUWUUN CLUB

SANTA FE EARNINGS

FIGURES FOR

EVENING

good

slip-sho-

A. SLEYQTER

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

&

Colorado phone 284.
Auto phone, 671.
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Ely's Cream Balm,
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Tolu, Tar and Wild Cherry
Is not as good as a prescription from your doctor, but it Is prepared
with as much care, and is the best all 'round "hit or miss" Cough
Syrup we know of.

The William? Drug 'Co.
117

W.H.Hahn&Co

WEST
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AVENUE.

Both 'Phones.
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SIGNING TICKET

NOT FORGERY
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NEW YORK SUPREME COURT DECIDES AGAINST THE RAILROADS
IN CASE.
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EPO

says: The
A New York dispatch
right to higii another mun's name to a
railroad ticket which has been siild
ly one passenger to another, was afsupreme court the
firmed by tln
other day. The decision established
a precedent In the exchange of railroad tickets. The decision wag given
by Justice l.eventritt in the case ot
Archibald V. Newburn, accused ol
having
the name of George E.
Whit comb to a railroad ticket. Whit-comwas the original purchaser of
this ticket and sold it to Newburn.
The ticket was for a round trip between New York and Indianapolis',
over the New York Central, Hlg Kour
and Lake Shore railroads.
Newburn was arrested when he
signed Whltcomb's name to the ticket.
Justice Leavcntritt held that the mere
sale of the ticket carried with It the
purchaser's right to sign to it the
name of the man from whom be had
bought It.
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Belen

b

ot The Atchison. Topcko

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago '
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
out L
'd 80
701001 Str'eU' wlth al,eys 2" 'eet Wlde' WU1 beauti'ul ,ak8 and Publ)c P"
rand old shade
1.600 Inh.bltant.;
.rge,t mercantile establishments in Ne Mexico; tbe Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels
Belen 1. the largest .hipping point for wool, flour, wheat, win,, bean, and ha, in Central New Mexico. It. importance a. a great commercial
r.llro.d city In the

Of 1,000 business sod residence lots, size
lng $16,000; churches, Commercial club;

restaurants, etc.

EIGHTEEN STATIONS ON
SANTA FE CUT OFF

.11m!!' 2

"d

trees;

u?!mtawtiTe.Um.tM

ulir future

caS b

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS Or THE 8ANTA FE ROUTE WILL CO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND
WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are In the center of the city, well fraded. (many 0f them mpr0Tej by cultivation) ; no Band or gravel
We need a flnt-claa- a
b.kery. tailor .bop. shoe hou.e, Jeaeler. plumbln( shop. Btsnlns
mill.
coal snd wood yard, drur store, bsrneai .hop, etc , etc. Also a flr.t-clsmodern hotel
ALL

.i

BUILDINGS MAY BE OF CEMENT,
ARFRAME OR RUBBLE-STONCHITECTURE. AND UNIFORM IN
MANY PLACES.
W. M. Brown, representing a Chicago contracting firm, spent yesterday
at Belen and on that part of the Santa
which lies west of Abo
Ke cut-ofuass. and was in the city between
f

trnina this morulng. while en route
to Portland. Colo.. wber 1h famou
Portland cement is manufactured. Mr.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

1

JOHN BECKER,
&T53r

DEEDS

Improvement
Belen
The
Town
Gomnam
and
President
WM.

ajjaiF nsgajsy

M

a

S4

BERGER, Secretary h
Cf say 'eez$3
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Ilfeld toad negloctod to lock the door,

the thief must have been asleep or a
en-

LOCAL AND

WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

31,

190.

IN MEMORIAM.

i

novice, otherwise he could have
A requiem mass will be said
tered by the front door.
t
the church of th ImmacuSecond
L. U. Albers. 1920 South
late Conception Thursday, Febstreet, reports the loss of a buggy
ruary 1, at 9 o'clock, for the
with a horse attached thereto, while
repose of the soul of
he was at services in tho Lutheran
MARIANO S. OTERO,
evenSilver
last
church
and
Sixth
at
DAY AND WEATHER.
who died on February 1, 1904.
K 3 14 "WEST RAILROAD AVQ
ing. Mr. Albers, who Is proprietor of
All relatives and friends are rethe Albers dairy In Old Albuquerque,
quested to attend.
has
l
Partly cloudy tonight, warmer north Is not certain whether the rig
M.
MRS.
8. OTERO AND
been stolen or whether "Dobbin
and east portion; Thursday fair.
FAMILY.
Gray" became tired of the services
and wandered off of his own accord,
On the laat day of the month the but In either event .Mr. Albers would
un rose at 7:02 and will set it 5:Z5, ho
f.ir nnv Information lead- MORTUARY.
giving a day of 10 houra and 23 min- - lug to- - the recovery oi norse mm
tea. The moon will act juat about buggy.
midnight. On this day 184a, England
J. V. 8tegheman.
Hon. William R. Hearst, congress
bolisned the corn laws and became a man from one of the districts of New
Monday night at 10 o'clock at his
Of
free trade nation. The day has been York city, passed through the city- residence in this city, J. V. Steghe-mawarm
and
simply
bright,
delicious
soles
tor
solid
Chicago
Every.
limited
last night on tho
aged 22 years, died from the rav
without wind.
the east. He will get back to the ages of tuberculosis. He had been iu
leathis
to January, nam- - national capital in time to take part Albuquerque
And now aood-by- e
about two months, com
ed for Janus, the ancient Italic god of In tlie railroad rate legislation.
Mr.
here from his former home at Mc- lining
er,
beginnings beginning of time, of Hearm and family have Just returned ing
g
human life, of the agricultural year, from a Jaunt at
through Louth, Kan., where he was engaged in
clumand of the beginning of all things else, the republic of Mexico, visiting Mex rarmiug. His father, M. S. Bteghe-maand mother and one brother
his images were made
is left
sea
ico City and all the principal
looking east for the things coming and const cities, among them Vera Cruz, were with blm when the end came,Wc Spring a Sensation of Startling Interest
boys,
for
They
looking west for the things past. Thia and several of the largest and most and accompanied the remains to McLouth last evening, where Interment
ha looked at the past and important inland towns.
January
fit well
will take place.
seen the most prosperous year this
In the life of this store every event which has taken place has
Dr. T. M. Michaels, who has been
country has ever known; and for field
physician for Grant Brothers,
been decidedly original, exceptional, new.
Edna Dunsmoore.
SATIN CALF, 13 TO 2
days he has been looking contractors employed
81 50 thirty-on- e
on the Santa Fe
aged 16
Miss Edna Dunsmoore,
forward to what promises to 9e a cut-of- f,
SATIN CALF, 2'2 TO 5a
Is in the city today while en
It has given the store a spirit of Individuality which has placed
even
year
prosperous
than
more
much
2
13
CALF,
TO
KANGAROO
to his home at Los Angeles. Dr. years, daughter of J. A. Dunsmoore,
1G5 1905 proved to be. But at midnight route
us at the head of the procession of progressive retailers.
yes
away
of
Lewlston,
Neb.,
passed
Michaels says that the health of the
KANGAROO CALF, 2a TO 5'a
3 OO tonight, January, 1906, must step laborers
la very good, terday afternoon on board Santa Fe
the cut-o- ff
It has caused a spirit of reliability which Is unshakable.
BOX CALF, 13 TO 2
2 OO down and out, as so many of his pre- consideringon that
been a very train, No. 8, near Gonzales, New Mexi
It
has
have done, and the crown cold and severe winter. Work on the co, from tuberculosis, while enroute
BOX CALF, 21 'a TO 5'2
We are decidedly sure that you won't be disappointed In this
2 25 decessors
of the year will be worn by February,
delayed by. the from Paris, Cal., to her old home In
road
much
has
event
leen
which takes place Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, February
the month of purification.
weather and now that the weather has Lewlston. Her father and mother
6, 6 and 7.
Is
were
It
at
her
with
time.
the
by
up
broken some, It Is being held
Clinton J. Crandall, superintendent the Inability of the company to get thought that the high altitude of New
Mexico was too much for her weak
of the Santa Fe Indian school, was in steel.
the city today on business.
EL Oscar Hart, president and general ened strength, thereby causing death.
Charles Jones, a business man of manager of the Associated Mining and The remains were brought here on
Ketner, baa arrived in the city and Development company, of New York No. 8 last evening and the sorrowing
will remain several days transacting was in Albuquerque for a short time parents will leave tonight with the
are being constantly received, which business.
laRt evening en route to El Pasri and body for 1ewlton, where the inter
CL
Rev. A. M. Mandalari, the popular the Pacific roast. Mr. Hart, together ment will take place.
insures our customers receiving perfectly fresh articles. We handle only pTiest In charge of the Church of Im- with two other men, have establish
BASKET BALL.
maculate Conception, this city, has ed an office in New York for the Bole
tlie best and moat reliable brands of returned
MAJORS VS. MINORS, TO DECIDE
purpose of exploiting the advantages
from a trip to Las Vegas.
every kind of food products, and sell
CHAMPIONSHIP.
A. J. Abbott, attorney for the Pu of the great southwest. In which coun TERRITORIAL
prices.
them at
eblo Indiana of New Mexico, was a try and its future development he is GAME CALLED AT 8:30, AT THE
FRIDAY,
CASINO,
FEBRUARY 2.
a firm believer.
visitor In the metropolis today.
GAME.
DANCE
AFTER
and
Mrs..
Mr.
Steward
John
and
President J. H. nearrup, of the Rio
o
visiting San
Grande Woolen Mills, has returned children contemplate
Stockings for Chil
Our
Black
Cat
Diego.
Cal.,
15th
Febru
about
of
the
from Indianapolis, Ind., where he at
ary, and may be absent from the city dren, Women and Men will outwear
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St tended the meeting of the United Mine for six months or more. A lower alti any other brand you may have tried
Workers.
v
corvAidtirl
and matte your
with a salt sea flavored atmos so far. They fit wenThey
Mrs. W. E. Talbott will leave to tude,
are dyed
feet comfortable.
case
in
phere
work
will
wonders
the
night for Fort Davis, Texas, . being of those who have resided In a higher with absolutely fast colors.
Prices
called there by a message announc altitude for a number of years, and run from 15c to ROc a pair. C. May's
ing the serious illness of her
Tho Citizen wishes that the Steward Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
Thomaa Culler.
family may reap benefits at San Diego.
A. M. Dluckwell, of St. LouIb, for
Hon. W. H. H. Llewellyn, the United CORN
.
.
.
.
equal I pint
4 gills
1.25
COARSE
merly In business iu Albuquerque, ar States
attorney for New Mexico, has CORN CHOP,
1.30
CHOP, FINE
rived In the city yesterday and will gone to Washington
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
of
I
oysters,
I
of
2
pints,
water,
on business con CORN
I quart
equal
remain several days transacting busi- nected with the commencement of THE BEST HAY AND FEED.
CO.,
PRODUCE
ness
CLARKVILLE
personal
of
a
nature.
of tub oysters
Successors to Mr. H. E. Fox.
work on the Elephant Butte dam and
602 SOUTH FIRST ST.
Joseph Sheridan, coal mine Inspec reservoir by the United States recia
solid
O
NO
meats,
equal I quart
2
pints,
water,
tor, who has been on a tour of In maWon service. Matters are not. as
BURGLARY.
spection In northern
Mexico, smooth in that connection as they
New
of Sealshipt Oysters
Protect yourself against Burglars by
Having purchased the stock and good will of Mr. H. E. Fox
passed through the city last evening ought to be. Major Llewellyn may
en route to his home in Silver City. also look after some appointment taking out a National burglar policy
patronage.
your
solicit
In the above business, we respectfully
F. H. KENT,
with
Sealshipt
John Wade, grand chancellor of the business in the Interior department
Sealshipt
112 South Third street,
V. two black walnut
February
PySouth
Knights
delivery
lodge.
Dakota
of
for
county
sale
for
has
o
We shall offer
The Jail in Sandoval
thias, who has been in the city with opened up again for business. Last
Standard
Selects
BASKET BALL.
wall cases and some up to date show cases, to make room for our
his wife, whose health Is Impaired, evening Deputy Sheriff Hovey of th
MAJORS VS. MINORS, TO DECIDE
has
Aberto
been
home
called
back
county,
returned to Bernalillo TERRITORIAL
CHAMPIONSHIP.
infant
Sealshipt Blue Points
new furnishings. Call at the store and inspect them.
deen on lodge business.
with Jose Guadalupe, governor of the GAME CALLED AT 8:30, AT THE
braves
2.
Attorney W. B. Childera returned Indian pueblo and four of his
FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY
CASINO,
last evening from Santa Fe, where who are under sentence for killln DANCE AFTER GAME.
were
confined
season
he
of
has been on business before the deer out
and
South Second Street
The Arch Front
supreme court. Mr. Childers stated in the Bernalillo county jail because
supreme
nobody
was
comat
the
would
the Sandoval
that
court
there
gasBaassasaaneasi
o
plete the January session today.
bastlle to receive them.
Marriage1 licenses were granted in
The New Mexican which reached
the ciiy lust Dtgnt, says tnat Terri probate court todar to Marina Carols
years old, of Martinez, and Mel
24
W.
torlal Secretary J.
Raynolds has
"THE
BEST."
gone to Washington, and "while In the qulades Martinez, 23 years old, of Old
0 national capital he will look after his Albuquerque; to Joseflta Vallejos, 16
case before the senate committee on years old, of Rancbos do Atrlsco, and
Eptfanio Gurule. 27 years old, of
territories."
There is a rumor current at Santa Atrlsco; to Mrs. May Roby, of San
O
Fe that Capt. W. E. Dame, the clerk Marclal, and E. Grandejean, of Sierra
county.
of
judicial
this
district,
a
is
candidate
general
at
jewelry
rings
stock,
and
All sizes and values; watches,
Regular communication of Tempi
for the appointment of territorial sec
bargain rates.
retary, vice J. W. Raynolds, whose Lodge No. 6, A. F. & A. M., Thursday
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.
appointment la being held up aud who night. February 1st. All memliers are
may not receive the plumb.
earnestly requested to be present, as
C. E. Pratt, a paper hanger,
fell final action is to be taken in regard
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
from a
yesterday while to Improvements to building. By or
9
Private entrance on side street.
at work in Pollack's Sliver avenue der W. M., J. C. Ferger, secretary.
restaurant, spraining bis wrist and The championship game for basket
suffering painful bruises.
Wesley ball honors will take place at the
Seymour fell from a carriage of one Casino Friday, Feb. 2, between the
of the Baws yesterday at the plant of Minors and Majors, and after the
the American Lumber company, game there will be dancing. Thl
game promises to be the llvllest on
spraining his left ankle.
F. P. Newport, superintendent of of the present season.
agencies of the
Frank O. Sharp, a mining man of
Life Insurance company, came in from Jerome, Ariz., accompanied by his
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE 8AVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
San Francisco last night, and is sister, has arrived in the city and
spending the day at local headquar
will remain several days on business
S. A. McCoy, connected with the en
ters. The gentleman will leave to
night for El Paso, and thence over eineering tiepartmetit of the Belen
f.
wa-- i in Albuquerque today on
the Southern Pacific back to Califor
company business.
nia.
401-40- 3
ir
Mail
Filled.
R. K. Farnsworth, an old soldier at
Samuel 1'ickard. one of the faithful
the California home for those veter- at tho First National bank, who was
Mexico
ans, writes to The Evening Citizen on the sick list the past few days, has
that he will soon leave the home for returned to his duties.
Wfita lor Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm T",plgmonU
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO.
Oregon and Washington, where he will
I here
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
will be an opossum supper,
visit relatives and friends for a cou
pie of months. Mr. Farnsworth was given by tlie ladles of the A. M. E.
N. M.
sent to the home from Williams, Arl
church Tuesday evening, January 30
anj is suffering with a cancer v1
n P.'rond street at No. 206. Supper
RANCH EGGS
t begin at 6 o'clock p. m. Every'
he says "Is Improving finely."
luvitf d.
wlio reside'
Bernard Ilfe-ldVALLEY.
FROM
RIO GRANDE
Tijera8 avenue, reported
RAISERS, 35 CENTS A DOZEN. SEE
THE
yesterday evening thf
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
J. F. PALMER, 601 NORTH FIRST
lireman on the Sim
STREET.
..I
some one tryiu"
.er's WANTED A waitn.s . at 21 j South
home, next
REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
MATTHEW'S JERSEY DAIRY
I'irst street, Llndi'll restaurant.
.
1121
father and
Day and NlghL Private dining rooms.
carte,
a
la
Service
patrons
r, stated
Wish to announce to their
West T1'
RAILROAD AVE.
years and the public generally, that they,' OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME IN
n the front WANTED
6
Uln between
Mr. V
of uko to do HkIiI housework in have established a Depot at 610 North
a window with
SEASON.
Diamonds. Watdhes. .Twit- - r- family of two. I'.iii at f.:i;i South Third street, whese their sanitary,
uii an examination
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
Hroadway.
.a police no "jimmy"
milk and creain may be had at all
jiscermblo, and as Mr.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.
o
Bell,
times. Send us your orders.
Pound bale.
35; Automatic, 370.
White pony, brand. 11 on the left I'hone
hip, will be sold at auetion at the city
hall, Saturday morniin', at 10 o'clock.
THOS. McMIU.lN.
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GET READY

We've a Surprise in Store.

Sloes Ttai Wear

Bus

and counters.
pair has
Every pair as honest as strong
strong
and thread and skilled
workmanship can produce. The
out of these Shoes not the
siness
are made
active
wear.
and look neat.

Monday,

n,

Tuesday,

Wednesday,

NEXT WEEK

sight-seein-

two-face-
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It Will Interest You. Wait for It

New Goods

SIMON STERN
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F. F. TROTTER
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GEO. W. HICKOX & CO.

I

Liquid Measure

son-in-la-

$1-1-
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THE BIRDSELL WAGON
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WORLD'S

Money to Loan

DIAMONDS

'

HENRY YANOW, tho Pawn Broker

step-lad-d-

KC0COs0VO

er

00OsXOsXOsX00

Lttmbeis

Sars'

pacific-Conservati-

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofi ng.

Orders Promptly

First and Marquette,
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iVE

WHITNEY COMPANY!

cut-of-

113-115-l-

North First Street
and Arizona.

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New

Albuquerque,

WHERE TO
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WELL

Santa Fe Restaurant

Diamond Palace
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HEAT
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Mar.Nl.aI.
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BASKET BALL
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME

'

THE ATTENTION of the city's
most economical buyers. The men and women
who know the value of money and who appreci
ATTRACTING

MINORS VS. MAJORS
AT CASINO HALL
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2nd.
DANCING.

s
H

C

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS
For Wood of all kinds, phono your
orders or call at ru2 South First
street.
JOHN S. HEAVEN.

ate good values, are buying our

BASKET

GAME

19
W0st Gold

E.L. WASHBURN CO.

"

Colo. Phone 197
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f
INSPECT

AND
CALL the
Southwest.

PIECES p
When in need of
for 'oc
on ua ar.,1 we'!! s'uow
you what we can do
t,.;i vou
how moderate the co- de-V- is

M

IVES,
119

THe

WEfcT SANTA

rt-Ogs-

r

FE AVENUE.

Auto Phone,

718.

We are

the largest stock of Stoves and Ranges

cal(ins," call

122
9. Second

WM. McINTOSH

AfOIV IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
Selling them out at actual cost.

ni

1

Proprietors

J
M

FLORAL

STUDY OUR WINDOWS

I

Auto. Phone 185

MINORS VS. MAJORS
AT CASINO HALL
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2nd.
DANCING.

at a saving to them of from $2 to $4 per suit.

F. MYERS

RETAIL

BALL

CHAMPIONSHIP

Men's and Boys' Suits

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

215 West Railroad Ave.
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